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ABSTRACT 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, when young Chinese scholars looked to 
Western nations for answers in hope of revitalizing a nation that once dominated the 
East, musicians and poets embarked on a journey of establishing a new Chinese style of 
music. Three sets of composer/poet collaborations and three different ways of infusing 
Western culture with Chinese culture laid the foundation for Chinese choral music 
today. Chao Yuan-Ren was a brilliant linguist and music lover who thought that to 
simply implant Western music onto Chinese text would suffice–his HaiYun, set to a  
poem of the equally brilliant poet Xu, Zhi-Mo serves as a good example. Huang Zi 
believed in Confucius’ teachings that all new things must grow out of tradition. He and 
the lyricist Wei Huang-Zhang extended a literary tradition started in the Tang dynasty 
and produced Song of Everlasting Sorrow, which illustrates this philosophy quite well. 
Yet, for the underprivileged people who also loved music, folk songs provided a fertile 
ground as seen in the works of Xian Xing-Hai. During the second Sino-Japanese War, 
the poet Guang, Wei-Ran and Xian worked hand-in-hand, producing the Yellow River 
Cantata that contains folksong-like melodies and many folk-music elements. Chinese 
  vii 
choral music today is unavoidably connected to these three pieces. This document traces 
the early history of Chinese choral music through these three pieces and explains their 
influences on Chinese choral music today. 
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Introduction 
Chinese choral music burst onto the stages of concert halls in the high schools 
and colleges of the West in the past twenty years.  Chinese choirs introduced to the 
world a variety of compositions in the Chinese language through their tours to the 
Western countries. And choirs traveling to China have demanded more choral pieces in 
the Chinese language.  During the American Choral Director’s Association 2011 
National Conference, at least three sessions were on performing Chinese choral music or 
learning Chinese culture through Chinese choral music. In 2012 the International 
Federation of Choral Music held its World Choral Music Summit in China affording 
musicians from all over the world an opportunity to explore this multi-faceted 
repertoire.  Three Chinese speaking choral ensembles, a children’s chorus from 
California, a women’s choir from mainland China, and a mixed-voice-chorus from 
Taiwan, performed during the National Convention of the American Choral Director’s 
Association in 2013, exposing many listeners to the wide range of repertoire, vocal 
technique and cultural elements. Whether folk-song arrangements that require 
somewhat bright and nasal production or original compositions that demand Mongolian 
throat-singing technique, these compositions utilized both Western and Chinese 
musical elements.  
Though music was an essential part of Chinese culture, the marriage between 
Chinese and Western music began only in the twentieth century. Chinese choral music 
of today, which utilizes both Western and Chinese musical elements, resulted from 
Chinese young scholars struggling to find their identity in a world that China no longer 
dominated.  This endeavor had many challenges including the long and rich history of 
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Chinese musical heritage, the complicated language arts, as well as the governmental 
control of the creative process especially in poetry and music.  
This document considers Chao Yuan-Ren’s Hai Yun, the eighth movement of 
Huang Zi’s Chang Hen Ge, and the sixth movement of Xian Xing-Hai’s Yellow River 
Cantata as three examples of early composers experiments with incorporating both 
Western and Chinese compositional techniques and traditions in developing a new 
Chinese musical voice. The first chapter examines the challenges that the composers 
faced at the turn of the twentieth century in creating a new kind of Chinese vocal music. 
The second chapter evaluates Hai Yun as the earliest attempt in creating this new voice 
both in music and in poetry by Chao Yuan-Ren and the poet Xu Zhi-Mo. The third 
chapter introduces Chang Hen Ge, the fruit of the partnership between Huang Zi and the 
lyricist Wei Huang-Zhang. This chapter first presents the literary and musical tradition 
behind Chang Hen Ge, then examines the eighth movement of Huang’s composition to 
illustrate its deep root in Chinese tradition and its ingenuity in weaving both Chinese 
and Western music theory and compositional techniques together. Compared to Hai 
Yun, Chang Hen Ge exhibits much maturity and, in my personal opinion, claims the 
crown jewel among early Chinese choral compositions. Finally I present the sixth 
movement of the Yellow River Cantata to demonstrate that through Xian Xing-Hai and 
Guang Wei-Ran, Chinese folk tradition and Western musical technique found a 
partnership and became a model composition demonstrating Mao Ze-Dong’s idea of a 
new Chinese music. 
Chinese choral music began as the nation struggled to redefine itself in the 
modern world. Young scholars, musicians and poets alike, strived to find a new voice to 
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fit in with the Eurocentric world. Some transplanted Chinese poetry into European 
music and some turned to ancient literature and music as inspiration. Still, others 
utilized folk traditions as part of the new language and became the model for the newly 
established government in 1949. 
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Chapter I  
In Search for a New Identity—¾² 
Chinese music has long been a Cinderella of Western scholarship because of its bad 
reputation: Jesuit and other reports up until the nineteenth century bear witness to the 
little favorable repute in which Chinese music stood… Nowadays… the Eurocentric 
attitude toward the musical art of China has dwindled… The face of China and its music, 
however, has not remained unchanged, not to say shattered, by the encroachment of the 
West. No longer is the term Chinese music reserved for indigenous Chinese traditions. 
It now also describes a different type of music which emerged under Western influence1. 
 
 
Chinese music, the kind that Mittler called “indigenous Chinese traditions,” has 
not been one tradition, but many traditions blended together, especially in its 
instrumental music. However, European music did not become a strong influence until 
the end of the nineteenth century when China fell behind in economic and military 
development. Many young scholars searched for a new national identity in musical 
expression. The rebellion against traditional music and poetry and the import of 
Western music and poetic forms laid the foundation for Chao Yuan-Ren, Huang Zi, and 
Xian Xing-Hai. 
1.gs—Courteous Exchange
Musical exchange with foreign lands enriched Chinese music throughout the 
centuries. In fact, many “Chinese” musical instruments today did not originate from 
China; rather, merchants through the Silk Road trade brought these instruments into 
China.  Through time, both the aristocratic class as well as the working class developed 
a liking for these instruments, and they became an essential part of Chinese music 
making. 
                                                
1 Barbara Mittler, Dangerous Tunes: The Politics of Chinese Music in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the 
People’s Republic of China since 1949 (Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz Verlag, 1997), 7. 
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European music, however, did not take root, perhaps because it was closely 
associated with the Church. Father Matteo Ricci, an Italian Jesuit priest in the sixteenth 
century, sowed the seed for Western music in the court. Four eunuchs from the palace 
learned to play the clavichord that Ricci brought the emperor, and an instruction book 
on the method of playing this instrument was later completed.  “After the Manchus 
conquered the middle Kingdom in 1644, the Jesuits continued to use music as a means 
of ingratiating themselves with the new dynasty in order to further their ultimate goal 
of spreading Christianity2.” In the eighteenth century, the ambassador of the Holy See 
in China Teodorico Pedrini, a Jesuit missionary from Portugal, not only often played 
Western music for the emperor but also taught the harpsichord to two of the emperor’s 
sons. The emperor even asked three of his sons to work with Pedrini on a book about 
music3. One book, Lü Lü Zheng Yi4 (³æL), tried to explain the five-line-staff system, 
accidentals, clefs, etc. The following is a literal translation of a section of the book: 
Two signs marking music: All music is either firm or tender so using harsh and yielding 
two signs to mark bright and gloomy tones. Tender music is gloomy sounding so we 
use b to mark it for its flowing and around shape. Firm music is bright sounding so we 
use # to mark it for its angular and hard shape. If one only uses firm music without 
adding any tender notes or only uses tender music without adding any firm notes then 
neither one of these signs are needed. If tender music is mixed with firm music notes, 
then the sign # is used to mark the note that is raised a half step. If firm music is added 
with tender notes then the sign b is used to mark the note that is lowered by a half step. 
So we use these two signs to mark the shift between the bright and the gloomy sounds. 
(As in the south and north music when the tonic shifts5). So we could know, upon one 
look, its tonic and its mode.  
                                                
2 Wai Yee Lulu Chiu, “The Function of Western Music in the Eighteenth-Century Chinese Court” 
(PhD diss., The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2007), 17. 
3 Kii-Ming Lo, “New Documents on the Encounter Between European and Chinese Music”, Revista 
de Musicología, 16, 4 (1993): 1898.  
4³æL Lü Lü Zheng Yi, consisted of four books. The first three, compiled on the order of 
Emperor Kang Xi (1654–1722), was completed in 1713. I translated this passage from the third book, 
chapter I, page 6. The book, in Chinese, is online at https://archive.org/details/06076283.cn 
5 This sentence in the book is in smaller print. In ancient script, explanations are written in smaller 
sizes, often half or the normal print. 
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One can see from this passage the reader needs to be familiar with Chinese 
expressions and basic Western musical knowledge to understand the description of the 
accidental signs and their functions. And, like any other music theory book, no one 
could comprehend any of this without prior aural experience of Western music.  Since 
most aristocratic households would not have had access to this book, nor to any 
musician who can play European instruments, this knowledge was limited to the book 
and within the walls of the Forbidden City. The Chinese court had always seen music, 
mathematics and astronomy inseparable from governance, the emperor Kang-Xi banned 
public study of all these subjects and limited only to the imperial institutions6. 
Therefore the ordinary people never had an opportunity to fully experience European 
                                                
6 Wai Yee Lulu Chiu, “The Function of Western Music in the Eighteenth-Century Chinese 
Court” (PhD diss., The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2007), 138. 
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music and to make it part of the Chinese musical language. Unfortunately, the courteous 
exchange between European and Chinese music was disrupted in the late eighteenth 
century with the suppression of the Jesuits by the emperor. The next time European 
music came into China was accompanied by the drumbeats of war.  
2.¤¿#ùRebellion Against an Ancient Musical Tradition
China has over 3000 years of written history in regard to its music. Since 
Confucius’ teaching tied proper musical learning to governing the country, the learning 
of proper music was always highly regulated by the government. During the nineteenth 
century, when China’s door was forced open to European nations, Chinese composers 
sought in European music the ideal candidate to build a new China. 
Rich Ancient History 
Records from the  Shang Dynasty (sixteenth–tenth century BC) had already 
shown that the first ruler of the dynasty ordered several pieces of music to be composed 
and dances choreographed for the purpose of a celebration. And some of this music and 
dance lived through many generations thereafter. These records also noted the 
structure and purpose of the many different musical compositions as well as the 
instruments by which they were played. Archeologists had unearthed many instruments 
from the same time period (around sixteenth century BC) including pitched percussion 
instruments made of bronze and stone, drums made of animal skin, wind instruments 
made of clay or reeds, as well as plucked-string instruments made of wood and silk.  A 
set of stone percussion instruments consisted of 16 pieces, and each with a designated 
purpose. Different sections of the musical composition and different performers, 
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whether singers or dancers, would require various instruments, tempos as well as 
rhythms. This indicates that the composers at that time had already developed a clear 
sense of form and orchestration. 
By the eleventh century BC the palace had already set up an official department 
with 1,463 employees to compose music for rituals, educate nobles, train musicians and 
dancers, as well as collecting folk music. The documents of the time record famous 
singing teachers’ names as well as vocal pedagogy. Also, a detailed record of producing 
instruments, such as measurements and tuning began around that time. The pentatonic 
tuning system was already in place, as well as the theoretical practice of modulation to 
different tonics and the shifting of modes. Moving forward to the fifth century BC, the 
technique for casting bronze instruments had reached a high point. The set of bronze 
bells excavated in 1978, made in the year 433 BC, consisted of 65 bells of different sizes: 
from a little over 5 lbs. to almost 450 lbs. Each bell can produce two tones with the 
tuning set at C = 256 and can play every note on a modern piano. One can easily see 
that music has been a critical part of Chinese living ever since the beginning of written 
documentation, and that long before the development of Western civilization, the 
Chinese had already had quite a sophisticated musical system of its own7.  
Proper Music and Improper Music 
The philosopher and teacher Confucius8 (551–479 BC) wrote in Yueji9 that music 
is the highest expression of virtue. The five basic virtues according to him are È
                                                
7 Yu-Song Lan »÷, History of Ancient Chinese Music ?,ljC (Beijing: Central 
Conservatory of Music Publications t~?ÇjC8-b, 2006), 12–60.  
8 Confucius’ family has the longest recorded father-son family tree in China, and has the longest 
record in inheritance of a noble title: from Confucius to his 81st generation first-born male heir. 
  9 
(benevolence), (righteousness), g(propriety), {(wisdom), and ?(fidelity). So music, 
according to Confucius, should reflect and promote these ideal qualities of a person. Like 
the Greeks, disciples of Confucius believed that music had the facility to mold one’s soul. 
Music of that time was divided into two large categories:  (elegant or proper) and Å 
(popular or improper). Noble children were required to take music lessons where they 
studied poetry, music and dance so that they may participate in the ritual ceremonies, as 
well as developing their own virtues. The proper music was often in unison or perfect 
octaves, since it is important to keep a large group of performers (instrumentalists, 
singers, as well as dancers) together. Traditionally, the Chinese believed that eternal 
universal order was formed by the unity of heaven and earth, and music was given to us 
from heaven. Therefore music was an essential part of the universe.  Since music 
personified cosmic principles, it directly reflects the relationship between human beings 
and the universe. A good society is a harmonious one; therefore proper music is to shape 
the soul to be virtuous, to suppress extreme emotion and behavior, and to facilitate self-
restraint. 
The aristocrats had their “proper” music while the peasants, merchants, and 
entertainers (who performs on the street, in tea-houses, restaurants, and brothels) 
enjoyed their “improper” music. The farmers have their own dancing celebrations at 
harvest time in the rugged northern hills. The young lovers sing and dance to compete 
for each other’s affection in the spring in the luscious southern mountains. The 
merchants sing about their superior goods and the cooks chant about their delicious 
foods. Bards, in single acts or in duets, relate epic stories of love and war, often 
                                                                                                                                            
9 Yueji was a book by Confucius about music. 
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accompanying themselves with plucked-string instruments or a single drum, in 
teahouses or restaurants.  These folk music traditions often utilize the call-and-response 
method of singing, employing much ornamentation, including various ornamentations 
of the same melody at the same time. Sometimes, folk music makes its impressions to 
foreigners in surprising ways. Arthur Rubinstein wrote about haozi, a stylized workmen 
song, that utilizes the rhythm of the music to unify movements. In his autobiography, 
My Many Years, he recorded an experience he had while on tour in China: 
… we heard a chorus, as it seemed, which had started up a singsong in the streets. It 
became much louder in the lobby of the hotel. Then we heard some twenty voices 
singing quite near and rhythmically: “cling clang tium tium clung cling clung clung,” 
and about twenty coolies entered the room carrying, on ten huge bamboo poles, a 
Steinway grand with the legs and pedal well attached, using the singsong to keep their 
steps in order so as not to collide, as they couldn’t see each other.10  
 
The Fall of China and the Chinese Enlightenment 
At the time when Europe was going through economic as well as sociological 
revolutions, China fell behind in both scientific and military development. So when the 
interests of Sino-centric China and the Eurocentric West clashed in the late nineteenth 
century and early twentieth century, China lost severely. From 1840–1910 China was 
plagued with wars against foreign powers such as the British Empire, France, the 
United States of America, Russia, and Japan, as well as revolutions within its own 
borders.  The First Sino-Japanese War11 ended in China’s bitter loss against Japan’s 
navy and army. Japan thereafter replaced China as the dominant power in northern Asia. 
Due to all the reparations China had to pay, the territories the Chinese government had 
                                                
10 Arthur Rubinstein, My Many Years (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1980), 374. 
11 ¸qm, 1894–1895, between Japan and China (Qing Dynasty) over the controlling of 
Korea.   
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to give up, and vast military expenses, China’s reserves were drained and China was 
reduced to profound poverty.  To make matter worse, at the end of World War I, 
during the Versailles Peace Conference, German-occupied Chinese territory was 
transferred to Japan, despite the fact that China was one of the winning countries of the 
war. This action of the international community echoed the shame that the Opium Wars 
had brought on China. According to George E. Sokolsky, a journalist who lived in 
China and Japan for fourteen years, China had lost at least half of its four million square 
miles of territory because China was no longer strong enough to defend itself12. On May 
4, 1919, students from Beijing University began a demonstration and assaulted some 
government officials who attended the Versailles Peace Conference for not being able to 
defend the national interests, an action which became a prolonged movement. Some 
historians call the May 4th movement, the “Chinese Enlightenment,” because it launched 
the cultural and political changes in China that many had contemplated for a long time. 
Out with the Old and in with the New 
As the world entered China, China became part of the world. This forceful 
entrance of the Western nations pushed Chinese scholars at the time into a rush to 
search for a new identity–a more modern and free identity. Musicians and poets alike 
looked to develop new forms and expressions.  
Chinese intellectuals, ashamed of the status of their nation, rallied for national 
reform. Believing Japan’s rise to power was due to Westernization, they sought to 
Westernize every aspect of China.  This meant abandoning Confucian thought entirely 
and modeling science, industry, medicine, the military, education and the arts with 
                                                
12 George E. Sokolsky “Political Movements in China,” Annals of the American Academy of 
Political and Social Science, Vol. 168 (July 1933): 19.  
  12 
Western ideals to emulate Japan’s success. Many young people vowed never again to 
suffer the humiliation of these earlier defeats and to build a modernized China.  They 
went to Europe, the United States and Japan to study, aiming to bring China back to its 
glory. They realized that many western countries connect their musical and literary 
traditions with their national identity, especially in their symphonies and choral music. 
They thought by offering a Western musical education they could also inspire national 
unity13. After the abolition of the Imperial Examination System14, a new type of school 
modeled after European and Japanese schools gradually replaced the old schools based 
on Confucian teachings15. Singing was part of the curriculum in the new schools, though 
the music used at that time consisted mainly of European and Japanese music refitted 
with Chinese texts, for example, the Alma Mater for NanKai University (established in 
1905) in Tianjin, China was set to the tune of O Tannenbaum. Liang Qi-Chao (1873–
1929), the famous Chinese reformer, educator and journalist, even translated the 
German National Anthem into Chinese.  For the reformers, choral singing was a tool to 
unify people and to awaken the passion for national identity.  As “proper music,” 
according to Confucius’ teaching, should suppress extreme behavior as well as emotion 
and facilitate self-restraint16, one can easily see why the traditional proper music of 
                                                
13 Liu, Ching-chih. Caroline Mason Tr.  A Critical History of New Music in China. (Hong Kong: 
The Chinese University Press 2010), 23.  
14 An examination system in imperial China designed for the selection of imperial officials set up 
in the beginning of the seventh century. Ideally, all students (only men were allowed), 
regardless of their economic and sociological status or age, would have equal opportunity in 
competing for advancement. This system influenced Korea’s and Japan’s educational systems as 
well. 
15 For more information on the educational reform, consult Education, Culture & Identity in 
Twentieth-Century China by Peterson, Hayhoe and Lu.  
16 Alan R. Thrasher, “The Sociology of Chinese Music: An Introduction,” Asian Music Vol. 12, 
No. 2 (1981), 21–22. 
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China would not fit the reformers’ ideal.  
This important period in Chinese music history is known as 8ªCv – 
Schoolsong17. However,  “Schoolsong came into being as a solution to practical 
problems during an extraordinary period of history; it was not born of lengthy and 
mature consultation, and it never developed in any way, so not unnaturally it failed to 
stand the test of time.18” “The May Fourth Movement was the catalyst, the fuse, for 
dramatic changes that were to take place in Chinese society… Not only did it have an 
impact on society and politic, it also had profound and far-reaching effects on literature 
and the arts.19”  
3.å«Ü¨ùChinese Language and Music
The scholars of the May Fourth Movement wanted to promote new sociological 
values aimed at unifying a nation of vast territory and great diversity, through music, 
especially choral music. To achieve this, they had to overcome several linguistic 
challenges. First, Chinese is a tonal language, the tone for each word determines the 
meaning of the word. Secondly, people living in China speak many languages and even 
within one of the main languages exists many dialects. Dialects can also vary so much 
that the dialect spoken north of a river can be dramatically different than that spoken 
south of the river. Lastly, ever since ancient times, Chinese poetry and music have had a 
close relationship where the music decided the construction and even the words selected 
                                                
17 For more information in regard to this time period, please consult Qian, Ren-Kang eÈ, 
Tracing the Origin of Schoolsong 8ªCv} (Shanghai: Shanghai Music Conservatory 
Publications WjC-b), 2001. ISBN 7805538484. This book is in Chinese. 
18 Liu Ching-chih, A Critical History of New Music in China, (Hong Kong, The Chinese University 
Press, 2010): 78.  
19 Liu, Critical History, 79. 
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for each phrase. How would this new music, imported from other lands, fit with such 
complications? 
Tonal Language – Speech or Song? 
There are over forty thousand different characters in the Chinese written 
language, yet only about over four hundred word sounds.20 The different tones (or 
inflections) help to separate some of these otherwise same sounding words; Mandarin 
has four and Cantonese five. For example áý½ýÚýÙ all can be Romanized as “wa” 
in Mandarin Chinese, but á is in the first tone (a straight elongated pitch) meaning “a 
dip in the ground.” ½ is in the second tone (a short upward glissando) meaning 
“children.” Ú is in the third tone (a short slide down followed by a slightly longer 
upward glissando) which means “roof tiles.” Ù is in the fourth tone (a short downward 
glissando) meaning “sock.” 
Ray Jackendoff, in his article Parallels and Nonparallels Between Language and 
Music, stated that “the organization of sounds in language is governed by the structure 
of phonological space” whereas “in all traditional musical cultures that use pitch at all, 
the organization of sound in music is built around a tonal pitch space.21 In the case of 
the Chinese language as well as many West African languages, he said: 
 
                                                
20 Taking the possible consonants that can begin a word (b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, w, x, 
y, z) combined with the possible endings (a, ao, ai, an, ang, o, ou, ong, e, ei, en, eng, i, ia, iao, ie, 
iu, ian, iang, in, ing, u, ua, uo, uai, ui, uan, uang, un, ü, üe), into consideration and that not all of 
the initial consonants can combine with all of the endings, one can count a little over 400 sounds 
that correspond to the written words. 
21 Ray Jackendoff, “Parallels and Nonparallels between Language and Music,” Music Perception: 
An Interdisciplinary Journal, Vol. 26, No. 3(February 2009): 199. 
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… since the choice of tones is determined by the words in the sentence, none of the 
tones can play the role of a tonic, which constitutes a point of maximum stability at 
which melodies typically come to rest… tones are not fixed through the sentence; rather 
they are superimposed on an overall intonation contour. As a breath group continues, 
all tones drift down, and the intervals between them get smaller. This is an entirely 
different use of pitch than in the pitch spaces of music.22  
 
Perhaps in the sense of pure linguistic science, language cannot be transcribed, 
literally, into notation (especially with a European idea of tonal center), but I would still 
like to transcribe one ancient poem23 into Western notation, though not in a tonality 
that would fit neatly into Eurocentric music theory. The words are spelled out using the 
PinYin method (one of the standard methods of Romanizing Mandarin Chinese), where 
the numbers indicate the tone:  
1. M M ô ñý  2    ; µø  
 Guan1 Guan1 Ju1 Jiu1,  Zai4 He2 Zhi1 Zhou1.  
 ê é Õ :, Î +  õø 
 Yao3      Tiao3 Shu1 Nü3,  Jun1 Zi3 Hao3 Qiu2 
2. r  ö zý  ¢ O ;ø 
 Can1 Ci1 Xing4 Cai4, Zuo3 You4 Liu2 Zhi1.  
 ê é Õ :ý Ā è a ;ø 
 Yao3 Tiao3 Shu1 Nü3, Wu4 Mei4 Qiu2 Zhi1. 
 
If I were to transcribe the tones of these words using standard Western notation 
as I described before, these two stanzas would look like this: 
                                                
22  Jackendoff, “Parallels and Nonparallels between Language and Music,” 200. 
23 This is the first poem in  (“Poetry Classics” ca. 450 BC), a collection of “proper 
songs/poems.” I presented only the first two stanzas out of five. The poem describes a young 
noble man’s pursuit of a beautiful and virtuous maiden. Translations for these two stanzas are as 
follows: 1. The fish hawks sing and answer “guan guan” to each other, on a sandbar, in the 
middle of the river; a beautiful and virtuous maiden is what a noble young man seeks. 2. The 
uneven floating-heart leaves are drifting left and right; a beautiful and virtuous maiden is what I 
seek day and night. The poem ends with a wedding scene. It is one of the oldest love songs in 
Chinese literature.  
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Of course, depending on one’s idea of which word to emphasize, the exact pitches 
may vary, however the inflections and the relationship between the words would stay 
relatively the same. Therefore, setting words to music becomes difficult because the 
tune of the music need to conform to the tone of the words. Although Western 
composers also struggle with the relationship between music and lyric (i.e. we often 
praise Purcell’s setting of English texts over that of Handel), the melodic contour of 
Western vocal music is far less constricted by the Western language. 
Local Dialects – shaping local folk melodies 
 To make the matter even more complex is that China is a vast country and 
language was, and still is, highly localized. The differences are so great that people in 
the north cannot understand the dialects in the south. For instance, the word “I” , in 
Mandarin Chinese (used in northern China) is pronounced [uɔ] in the third tone, in 
Cantonese (mainly used in southern China) it is pronounced [ngɔ] in the fifth tone, in 
Shanghainese (central/coastal China) it is pronounced [ŋu] in fourth tone, and in Shanxi 
dialect (central China) it is pronounced [ə] in the fourth tone.  Because of these 
differences, the same folk song text in different regions of China would, by necessity, be 
sung to different tunes. The Jasmine Flower, for example, is a well-known Chinese folk 
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song for Western musicians. This is the tune that Puccini used in the first act of his last 
opera Turandot. The following examples show the same folk song text from two 
different regions of China. The IPA under the Chinese text shows the pronunciation 
differences: 
Ex. 1-124  
Ex. 1-2 
                                                
24 Words in parentheses are filler words that do not bare any meaning. 
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Example 1-1 was collected from the north (north of the Yellow River) while Ex. 
1-2 is taken from the south (south of the Chang Jiang River). One can easily see that 
these two melodies, as well as the pronunciation of the words, are drastically different, 
yet the written characters are exactly the same. Composing music that can be accepted 
by all people in China presents quite a challenge as one text, by the same ethnicity and 
written language, can manifest itself so differently simply because of different 
geographic locations. 
Chinese Poetry—Restrictive or Creative? 
In ancient times, “proper music” was for the aristocratic class to study while 
“popular music,” for the peasant/merchant class to enjoy. In folk music/“popular music,” 
the music was guided by local dialect, however, in “proper music,” the music dictated the 
poetry. The ancient poems were written to fit specific tunes, and they were known by the 
name of the tune. Eunice Tietjens described a basic form in the following passage: 
The three major elements used are length of line, rhyme, and tone. Prosody 
distinguishes between two tones, a flat or low tone, which in the metrical skeletons is 
called “ping” and the deflected tones, which include the rising, sinking, and abruptly 
arrested tones, and are all included in “tseh.” These deflected tones are more emphatic, 
and therefore bear some faint resemblance to our own accented syllables… 
    A concrete example may make this clearer. Here then is the metrical skeleton of a 
tsueh or four-line poem – one of the standard forms, beginning in ping:  
    ping ping tseh tseh tseh ping ping 
   tseh tseh ping ping tseh tseh ping 
   tseh tseh ping ping ping tseh tseh 
   ping ping tseh tseh tseh ping ping 
     The first, second and fourth lines rhyme. The third is unrhymed. The tonal pattern is 
absolutely set, except for six characters, three in each of the middle lines, which may be 
varied at will. The first and last lines are alike. The third is usually the exact opposite of 
these two. In content the “short-stop,” as it is called, is the first half of a longer poem in 
which the end is left to the imagination…25  
                                                
25 Eunice Tietjens, “On Translating Chinese Poetry: I,” Poetry, Vol. 20, No. 5 (Aug., 1922): 271–
272. 
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In learning poetry, children had to memorize the patterns of rise-and-fall for each tune 
as well as the rhyme scheme so that they may compose correct poems to be sung. One 
can feel greatly restrained by such strict forms. Especially in the shorter forms, the poet 
needs to be able to compose a complete idea within twenty words. The text and music 
always had a symbiotic relationship in the “proper music” of the aristocrat. For ordinary 
people, however, it would be quite difficult to fully understand this poetry because   
…the intricacies of its prosody are endless. So full is it of plays on words, of classical 
allusions, of double meanings, that even today one of the favorite pastimes of Chinese 
scholars of the old school is the endless and friendly discussion of the fine points of these 
poems. Under the old system the entire education of the young consisted in teaching the 
children to understand them26. 
 
Only the most learned of composers and poets can fully appreciate this relationship; 
Huang Zi was such a composer. With the poet Wei Huang-Zhang’s help, they produced 
a work that truly connected the ancient Chinese culture with the new.  
At the time of the Chinese Enlightenment, many young scholars also 
championed a new poetry, one that uses spoken language (P@ “Bai Hua”–plain 
language). This kind of poetry does not conform to the old rhythm or rhyme scheme, 
and are far easier to understand. Xu Zhi-Mo was such a poet who preserved the 
imagination of the language without being restricted to the use of the old forms. We 
will examine a composition by Chao Yuan-Ren, a linguist and composer, who set one of 
Xu’s poems to choral music. 
                                                
26 Tietjens, “On Translating Chinese Poetry: I,” 269. 
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4.äïÒ—Reaching For a New Path 
As early as 1904, the New Music theorist and educator Zeng Zhimin, in his article 
“Advice to Poets,” had charged that “the language of our so-called ‘schoolsong’ today is 
ten times more sophisticated than that in the textbooks.” He called for the words of 
these songs to be easy to sing, while still having deep significance,” and “as direct as 
spoken language, yet also mysterious… The spread of writings in the vernacular 
actively helped to promote new kinds of literature and many new ideological trends, 
thus creating a brilliant chapter in the history of Chinese literature and art.27  
 
Different composers experimented with different techniques to achieve this idea 
of “easy to sing” as well as with “deep significance.”  We will examine three 
compositions, the result of three different partnerships, in the following chapters.  
The first pair consists of two pioneers in the Chinese language. One was Chao, 
Yuen-Ren, who laid the foundation of linguistics in China, and whose scheme of 
Romanizing the Chinese language was adopted by the Chinese government in 1928,28 
and the other, Xu Zhi-Mo, a famous Chinese poet who strived to break the ancient rules 
of Chinese poetry and wrote free verses in “plain Chinese.”29 
Chao Yuen-Ren, according to Liu Ching-Chih’s A Critical History of New Music in 
China, believed that Chinese music was not equal to foreign music where harmony was 
concerned and that in handling the Chinese language one needed to take the tonal 
scheme of the language into consideration. “First we must study to an acceptable level 
in the world of music, and then impose our own style, or China’s own style, onto it, as 
                                                
27 Liu, Critical History, 81. 
28 Wang, William S-Y. “Yuen Ren Chao” Language, Vol. 59, No. 3 605. 
29 Bian Zhilin. “The Development of China’s ‘New Poetry’ and the Influence from the West,” 
Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews. Vol. 4, No. 1: 53 
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an individual contribution. 30” Composed in 1927, his dramatic choral composition, Hai 
Yun (Song of the Ocean), serves as a good example of imposing his own style on 
Western music. Chao took Xu’s poem and composed a dramatic choral work depicting a 
free-spirited young woman chasing after freedom. The chorus functions as a Greek 
chorus providing narrative and commentary, the piano paints a vivid picture of violent 
waves and wind, and the soloist represents the voice of the young woman embracing the 
dangerous ocean, which consumes her. “…it is full of atmosphere, and rich in harmony 
and lovely melodies… We do not know if Chao was inspired by Schubert’s Erlkönig, but 
if he was, and if Schubert in the netherworld could hear Haiyun, written in China a 
century later, he would surely recognize a soul-mate in Chao.31”  
The linguist Chao, who looked to instill an authentic style in vocal music, took a 
poem by Xu32, a rebel poet who believed in the beauty of plain Chinese, and set it to 
music.  They achieved a milestone in several ways—the poetry is still sung with music 
composed for the text itself, and is sung by a chorus instead of an individual, and is 
accompanied by a Western instrument (piano) with Western harmonies. Xu died in a 
plane crash in 1931, never hearing his poem being sung.  
The next partnership in choral music was between a student of Hindemith, 
Huang Zi, and another modern poet, Wei Han-Zhang. Yet this composition reflected 
both of their efforts to preserve the old while creating the new, in the lyrics as well as 
the music. Huang grew up steeped in the Chinese classical culture that included a firm 
                                                
30 Liu, Critical History, 144 
31 Liu, Critical History, 150–151 
32 Xu’s poem “farewell to Cambridge” is immortalized on a stone by a bridge in King’s College, 
Cambridge – “Quietly I leave, as quietly I came. I gently wave my sleeves, not taking a shred of 
cloud.” 
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understanding of Confucius’ teachings and a deep knowledge of Chinese literature and 
poetry. He believed that music does have social and moral implications, just as 
Confucius taught, and that the new music for China should come from infusing 
Confucian values and Chinese musical elements with European techniques. This 
philosophy is well reflected in his multi-movement choral composition Chang Hen Ge 
(Song of Everlasting Sorrow), composed in 1932.  The lyrics, written by the poet Wei 
Han-Zhang (1906–1993) was based on the narrative poem Chang Hen Ge by the famous 
poet Bai Ju-Yi (772–846) of the Tang Dynasty. The melodies of the composition are 
borrowed from Tang Dynasty music, yet the texture, form and harmonic language 
reflect the European musical tradition of the late-nineteenth century.  
Unlike Chao, who lived and taught in the United States until his death, Huang 
worked as a full-time professor for the theory department in the first music 
conservatory in China. He was one of several professors at the time who were not 
European. He aimed to educate Chinese composers with Western music theory and 
compositional techniques, as well as Chinese music theory, so that these young 
composers can bring a new voice to Chinese music. Huang’s untimely death in 1938, 
coupled with the ongoing war between China and Japan, brought this path to a sudden 
stop, altering China’s journey in finding a new musical voice. 
The third pair, Xian Xing-Hai and Guang Wei-Ran, consists of two young 
people who joined the Communist movement during the Second Sino-Japanese 
War(1937–1945).33  Xian was not born into a privileged family as Chao or Huang, and 
                                                
33 For more information on the Second Sino-Japanese War, consult The United States and the Far 
Eastern Crisis of 1933–1938: from the Manchurian incident through the initial stage of the undeclared 
Sino-Japanese War, by Borg.  
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he could not fully finish his musical education in France before he returned to China. He 
believed that music must fulfill the needs of the working class, therefore the music 
should be simple so that the working class may relate easily. Only when the working 
class, the majority of the people, welcome choral music can choral music have a future. 
He met Guang Wei-Ran in Yan’an, the communist base during the Second Sino-
Japanese War and subsequent civil wars, and took Guang’s poem to set his most famous 
choral work, the Yellow River Cantata.  This composition fully embodies everything that 
Xian believed in regard to choral music, containing many folk-song like tunes that are 
not only lyrical but also memorable. Shortly after its premier in 1939 the Cantata 
became a vehicle for the Chinese people, both in the mainland and overseas, to express 
their anti-Japanese sentiment and national pride. I suppose in this case, the early 
reformers idea of music inspiring nationalism did become a reality.   
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W Ø 
Song of the Ocean – 1925.8.17 publication date 
I. Translation: 
ú:Ëý  `H      :Ëý     1   $7&  |       Ê    W ^ ÿ 
Young lady,  Single   Young lady,   You    Why   Linger This  Dusk      Shore 
 
:Ëý     =.        2ý :Ë!” 
Young lady,   Go home    Ah,    Young lady!” 
 
Single young lady, why are you lingering on the shore in the dusk? Please go home, young 
lady!” 
 
“5      .     =.    ,   . =ý  , '   J       S      ¶ø” 
“Ah,     No  Go home   I    No     Return,  I            Love      This     Night  Wind   Blow 
 
“Ah, I am not going home. I love this night breath.” 
 
2  ¡Í,      2      ÞR6ý          -4           0    :Ëý  
On  Beach         In        Dusk       There is     One  Loosened  Hair            Young lady,  
 
àß      àßø 
Pacing back and forth Pacing back and forth  
 
There is a young lady with her hair down pacing back and forth in the dusk on the beach. 
 
 
ú:Ëý              0   :Ëý    1    $7&  âã  2      X  
Young lady,  Loosened  Hair  Young lady, You   Why      Loiter On This Lonesome  
 
Wÿ  :Ëý      =.       2ý:Ëüû 
Ocean  Young lady, Go home Ah, Young lady!” 
 
“Young lady with loosened hair, why are you loitering on this lonesome beach? Please go 
home, young lady!” 
 
 ú5 .þ1   N      ,   y    vý W , y     1           1ø” 
“Ah  No; You  Listen My  Sing Song, Ocean  I  Sing You  Come  accompany” 
 
“Ah no; listen to my song, ocean, I sing and you are my accompaniment.”  
 
2  T    \      %ý  2      S     6,  XÀ) V:        X      jý      
At  Star Light  Under, At Cool Wind  In,   Flow    Young Girl  Clear   Sound, 
 
>  å  wø 
High      Intone Low Murmur 
  36 
 
Under the starlight a young girl’s clear singing flows in the cool air: sometimes high and 
strong; sometimes low and soft. 
 
 
ú:Ëý   Â  :Ë!  3      ^    Ô*  u   ¯ý  íB     
“Young lady, Brave     Young lady! That Sky Edge  Pull    Black Curtin Moment 
 
          S     ­ý   :Ëý     =.       2ý:Ëüû 
Will  Have Large Wind  Wave, Young lady,  Go home   Ah, Young lady!” 
 
“Brave young lady! Black clouds rose at the edge of the sky, soon a violent storm will be upon 
us. Young lady, please go home!” 
 
ú5 .;  1   ! , Á_     ¦ý   9      -4  Wî   E W ­øû 
“Ah No; You See  I  Mid-air Dance, Mimic  One  Seagull Disappear  Ocean Wave.” 
 
“Ah no, look at me dance in the mid-air, like a seagull playing in the ocean.” 
 
2  h       R    6ý2 ¡Í  ýÌx)-4 ÆY  H cý  





Under the night sky a slender body twirls on the beach. 
 
 
úN      5ý3   W ±¥ý    :Ëý   =  .2ý:Ëü 
“Listen Ah, That Ocean   Fury Rage, Young woman, Go Home,  Young woman! 
 
“Listen to the ocean’s fury, young woman, please go home! 
 
!     ý3   ©Ä   W­ý:Ëý  = .2ý:Ëüû 
Look,  Ah, That  Beast  Like Wave,  Young woman, Go Home, Young woman!” 
 
See that beastly ocean wave, young woman, please go home!” 
 
ú5.þW­  4.          Ö         ,ý, '     W Ñçøû 
“Ah No; Waves It Won’t Come Swallow  Me,   I  Love This Ocean   Turbulence 
 
“Ah no; I love this tumultuous ocean, it won’t swallow me.” 
 
ú5,  W­ 4   Ö 1ý1    !      W S ­û 
“Ah, Waves It Will Come Swallow You, You Look This Ocean     Wind   Wave” 
 
“Ah, look at the surging wave, it will come and swallow you.” 
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2  £     f   ?ý     2   ­     \    6ý5ý-4 Ð]     V:  
At Tide Noise Among, At Wave Light  In,   Ah,    One   Anxious Young woman 
 
2 dQ  P      Ý    6ý       ëì ëìø 
At  Wave   White Foam  Among,    Fall Fall. 
 




ú:Ëý        2 k6ý:Ëÿ    k6     1    òx vfÿ 
 “Young woman, At Where,  Young woman?  Where  Is Your  resonant   Singing? 
 
k6      1    êé  Hc? 2  k6   5ý§i  :Ëÿû 
Where  Is  Your  Slight     Body?  At Where  Ah,  Brave Young woman?” 
 
u       h    ÖE T    Ïý      W   ^     D    E \Éþ 
Dark Night Swallow Star Light, This  Ocean Side Again  No    Light 
 
W£  ÖE      ¡Íý¡Í   D     .   K :Ëü 
Tide   Swallowed  Beach,  Beach     Again   No  See Young woman! 
 
“Young woman, where are you? Where is your resonant singing? Where is your slender body? 
Where are you, brave young woman?” Dark night devoured starlight, no more light shining 
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II. Pronunciation 
 In the following table, is PinYin, a system commonly used to transliterate Mandarin 
Chinese. The second line is IPA symbols.  
 
ú:    Ëý  `       H       :    Ë,  
 Nü   Lang,   Dan  Shen    Di   Nü  Lang,  
[ny][lɑŋ]  [tan] [ʃən] [ti] [ny][lɑŋ] 
 
1      $      7      &       |                          Ê           W      ^ÿ 
Ni      Wei    Shen   Mo      Liu    Lian   Zhe     Huang   Hun      Di    Hai     Bian  
[ni] [weI]  [ʃən] [mɔ]   [ljʊ] [ljan] [tʂə]  [hwɑŋ] [hwən] [ti] [hai] [pjan] 
 
:    Ë,         =     .       2,       :  Ë!” 
Nü Lang,        Hui     Jia        Ba,       Nü Lang!” 
[ny][lɑŋ]    [xwei] [tɕja]   [pa]    [ny][lɑŋ] 
 
 
“5     .     =     .    ,     .     =ý    ,    '         J       S     ¶ø” 
“A       Bu     Hui    Jia Wo     Bu    Hui,      Wo    Ai    Zhe   Wan   Feng   Chui 
[a:]  [pu] [xwei][tɕja][wɔ] [pu] [xwei] [wɔ] [aɪ] [tʂə] [wan] [fəŋ] [tʂhwei] 
 
2       ¡    Í     ,      2      Þ     R   6,      -  4           0      :   Ëý  
Zai      Sha   Tan Shang,   Zai      Mu    Se    Li,   You  Yi   Ge    San     Fa    Di   Nü   Lang 
[tsai] [ʃa] [than] [ʃɑŋ] [tsai] [mu] [sə] [li] [jou] [ji] [kə] [san] [fɑ] [ti] [ny] [lɑŋ] 
 
à          ß    à      ß 
Pai        Huai     Pai     Huai 
[phaɪ] [xwaɪ] [phaɪ] [xwaɪ]  
 
 
 ú:    Ëý            0      :    Ë,  
 Nü   Lang,     San        Fa    Di   Nü  Lang,  
[ny][lɑŋ]    [san]    [fɑ]  [ti] [ny][lɑŋ] 
 
1    $     7   &     â        ã       2                X       W     ÿ  
Ni    Wei  Shen  Mo  Pang    Huang   Zai     Zhe   Leng  Qing  Di   Hai   Shang 
[ni][weI] [ʃən][mɔ][pɑŋ] [xwɑŋ] [tsai] [tʂə] [ləŋ] [tɕɪŋ][ti] [hai] [ʃɑŋ] 
 
:    Ë,     =     .      2,        :     Ë!” 
Nü Lang,   Hui     Jia       Ba,        Nü     Lang!” 
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 ú5 .þ1   N      ,   y       v,      W   ,     y     1        1ø” 
“A    Bu;   Ni   Ting  Wo  Chang  Ge,   Da   Hai  Wo  Chang  Ni   Lai    He.” 
[a:][pu] [ni] [tɪŋ] [wɔ][tʃɑŋ] [kə] [ta] [haɪ][wɔ][tʃɑŋ] [ni] [lai] [hə] 
 
2      T      \      %ý2          S     6,  X      À    )    V    :     X      jý      
Zai     Xing Guang  Xia,  Zai   Liang Feng  Li,  Qing  Dang Zhe  Shao  Nü  Di   Qing  Yin, 
[tsai][ɕɪŋ] [kuɑŋ][ɕja][tsai][ljɑŋ][fəŋ] [li] [tɕɪŋ][tɑŋ][tʂə] [ʂao][ny][ti][ tɕɪŋ][jin] 
 
> å        wø 
Gao Yin    Di    O 
[kao]  [jin] [ti]  [ɔ] 
 
 
 ú: Ë,     Â        :   Ë!     3            ^       Ô     *         u    ¯ý  
Nü  Lang,  Dan  Da  Di  Nü  Lang!  Na    Tian     Bian    Che     Qi    Liao    Hei   Mu 
[ny][lɑŋ] [tan][ta][ti][ny][lɑŋ] [na] [thjan] [pjan][tʂhə][tɕhi][ljao] [xei] [mu]  
 
í               B                    S     ­ý  
Qing       Ke     Jian     Yao   You   Da   Feng   Bo,     
[tɕhiŋ] [khə] [tɕjan] [jao] [jou] [ta] [fəŋ] [po] 
 
:    Ë,       =       .       2,       :    Ë!” 
Nü Lang,      Hui       Jia        Ba,       Nü  Lang!” 
[ny][lɑŋ]  [xwei] [tɕja]   [pa]    [ny][lɑŋ] 
 
 
 ú5 .;   1    !       ,   Á      _     ¦,     9    - 4     W     î    E    W    ­øû 
“A    Bu;    Ni    Kan    Wo  Ling  Kong  Wu,    Xue   Yi  Ge    Hai    Ou    Mo   Hai    Bo.” 
[a:][pu] [ni] [khan] [wɔ][liŋ] [kɔŋ] [wu] [ɕyœ][ji][kə] [xai] [oʊ] [mɔ][xai] [pɔ] 
 
2     h  R  6ý2  ¡    Í    ý   Ì      x      )   -  4  Æ       Y      H   cý  
Zai    Ye   Se  Li,   Zai   Sha Tan Shang, Xuan  Zhuan Zhe   Yi  Ge   Miao   Tiao  Di  Shen  Ying 
[tsai][jɛ][sə][li][tsai][ʃa][tan][ʃɑŋ][ɕyɛn][tʂwan][tʂə][ji][kə][mjao][tjao][ti][ʃən][jiŋ] 
 
    ð    ð 
Po       Suo   Po   Suo 
[pɔ]   [swɔ]  [pɔ]  [swɔ] 
 
 
úN   5,  3       W         ±     ¥ý:    Ëý   =        .   2ý    :   Ëü 
Ting  A,   Na    Da   Hai    Di   Zhen   Nu,    Nü Lang,    Hui       Jia     Ba,      Nü   Lang!” 
 [tiŋ] [a] [na] [ta] [xaɪ] [ti] [tʂən] [nu] [ny][lɑŋ] [xwei] [tɕja][pa]   [ny] [lɑŋ] 
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!         ,  3      ©       Ä         W     ­, :    Ë,       =     .        2,   :   Ë!” 
Kan       Ya,   Na   Meng   Shou  Si     Di   Hai    Bo, Nü Lang,      Hui     Jia        Ba,   Nü  Lang!” 
[khan] [ja] [na] [məŋ] [ʃoʊ] [sʐ] [ti] [xai][pɔ] [ny][lɑŋ]  [xwei] [tɕja] [pa] [ny][lɑŋ] 
 
 
 ú5.;   W    ­  4   .              Ö     ,ý ,  '         W      Ñ   çøû 
“A  Bu;   Hai   Bo  Ta    Bu   Hui     Lai   Tun    Wo,  Wo  Ai  Zhe   Da  Hai  Di  Dian  Bo.” 
[a][pu][xai][pɔ][ta][pu][xwei][laɪ][twən][wɔ][wɔ][aɪ][tʂə][ta][xai][ti][tjan][pɔ] 
 
ú5,  W   ­   4             Ö    1,  1   !           W     S    ­û 
“A,   Hai   Bo   Ta   Hui    Lai    Tun    Ni,  Ni   Kan  Zhe   Da  Hai  Di  Feng  Bo” 
[a:][xai][pɔ][ta][xwei][lai][twən][ni][ni][kan][tʂə][ta][xai][ti] [fəŋ][pɔ] 
 
2        £      f     6,  2    ­    \      6, 5ý- 4     Ð        ]        V   :  
Zai      Chao  Sheng  Li,   Zai    Bo  Guang   Li,   A,  Yi  Ge  Huang  Zhang   Di  Shao  Nü 
[tsai][tʂhao][ʃəŋ]  [li] [tsai][pɔ][kwɑŋ][li] [a:][ji][kə][xwɑŋ] [tʂɑŋ] [ti][ʃao][ny] 
 
2     d     Q     P   Ý  6,   
Zai   Lang  Hua  Di  Bai  Mo  Li,   
[tsai][lɑŋ][xwa][ti][pai][mɔ][li] 
 
ë     ì      ë    ìø 
Cuo   Tuo   Cuo   Tuo. 




 Nü  Lang,  Zai    Na   Li,  Nü Lang?  Na  Li  Shi  Ni  Liao  Liang  Di  Ge  Sheng? 




Na    Li  Shi  Ni  Yao  Tiao  Di  Shen Ying?  Zai   Na   Li   A,  Yong  Gan   Di  Nü  Lang?” 
[na][li][ʂɨ][ni][jao][tjao][ti][ʃən][jiŋ]  [tsai][na][li][a:] [jɔŋ] [kan][ti][ny][lɑŋ] 
 
u    h   Ö      E         T    Ïý      W     ^      D     E         \       Éþ 
Hei   Ye   Tun    Mo   Liao  Xing  Hui,    Zhe  Hai   Bian    Zai    Mei   You  Guang  Mang; 
[xei][jɛ][twən][mɔ][ljao][ɕiŋ][xwei][tʂə][xai][pjan][tsai][mei][joʊ][kwɑŋ][mɑŋ] 
 
W       £      Ö       E         ¡    Íý¡    Í             D   .   K   :    Ëü 
Hai   Chao   Tun    Mo  Liao  Sha  Tan, Sha  Tan  Shang  Zai  Bu   Jian   Nü  Lang! 
[xai][tʂhao][twən][mɔ] [ljao][ʃa] [tan] [ʃa] [tan] [ʃɑŋ] [tsai][pu][tɕjan][ny][lɑŋ] 
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III. The Poet, the Composer, and the Musical Drama 
1.  “Quietly I leave, as I quietly came…” (oo,AýL<,oo)34—the 
poet Xu Zhi-Mo (1897–1931) 
 
Xu Zhi-Mo (Hsü Chih-mo, the old spelling) was born in 1897, Haining (W), 
Zhejiang province, into a wealthy family.  He was the only son of a successful 
businessman who provided him with both classical Chinese and Western education. 
China at the time was going through a systematic change in education, economy and 
politics. As his first wife, Chang Yu-I, recalled in her memoire:  
Since the fourth century in China, men had been recruited to fill important government 
posts through the state examination system… The subjects were usually poetry and 
rhymed prose, and there were always two or three thousand candidates. In the past in 
China, all anyone had to know were the Confucian classics to be able to gain a position 
and serve in the government… But certain reforms had been made in the government, 
and the centuries-old exam system, considered obsolete, had been abolished… Since the 
second half of the last century, the best students had been sent abroad by the 
government (or even privately) to Japan, Europe or America to learn the ways of the 
West… Now a new examination system, one which included subjects specifically for 
these students returned from the West, was being put into place… Schooling in both 
the classical and Western traditions was now necessary because they differed radically 
from each other. Confucius reached as far back as the eleventh century B.C., to the days 
of the Duke of Zhou, for his learning. His teachings stressed the restraint of man, such 
as the Three Bonds of Subordination that formed the basis of society, Man to Ruler, 
Woman to Man, and Son to Father… The new schools… included subjects such as 
geography and physics as well as teachings about equality among men, industrial 
progress and survival of the fittest… At that time China’s new-style schools were 
dominated by a single personality, Liang Qichao. He introduced to China the concept of 
constitutional monarchy as well as other radical ideas… Later, Liang Qichao became my 
husband’s mentor35  
 
Xu showed great intellect at young age, and eventually became one of these young men 
who sought education in the West. After graduating from Beijing University in 1918, 
                                                
34 This is the opening verse from Xu’s poem “Farewell again to Cambridge,” which many poetry 
lovers in China have committed to memory in their adolescent years. Xu’s poems and his 
translation of Tagore’s poetry led me into the world of Romanticism in Chinese language. 
35 Chang Pang-Mei, Bound Feet and Western Dress: A Memoir (New York: First Anchor Books, 
1997), 51–52 
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he came to the United States to study history at Clark University in Worcester, 
Massachusetts and later political science in Columbia University. He traveled to 
England in 1920 to study at the University of Cambridge, where he fell in love with 
English Romantic poetry, made new acquaintances such as Dickinson and embarked on 
a literary career.    
It was through Dickinson that the Chinese poet Hsü Chih-mo (1896–1931) came to 
study at King’s in 1921–2 and was introduced into Bloomsbury circles, acquiring in the 
process a taste for Shelley and the belief that the free pursuit of adventure by the soul 
was the highest ideal. Putting the principle at once into action, he divorced his wife 
(who had been sharing his cottage at Sawston), wrote his first poems, and devoted 
himself to the enjoyment of life, later recalling that the spring of 1922 ‘alone in all my 
life was natural, was truly joyful!’ Hsü went on to become one of the first ‘modern’ 
Chinese poets. Two famous poems and a prose essay about Cambridge, in which he 
describes the Cam with its bridges and willows as ‘the most beautiful river in the world’, 
have secured for the town a special place in the Chinese affection. It was Hsü who gave 
Dickinson his mandarin’s cap36.  
 
The first and the last phrase of Xu’s poem Farewell to Cambridge Again is now carved on 
a stone and placed by the river Cam, near the bridge, in King’s College.  
Breaking away from an old form, as a butterfly coming out of his cocoon, is 
difficult. Especially when the old form of poetry required so much learning and 
encompassed so much knowledge of historic literature, musical training, as well as 
imagination. Being able to express one’s feelings, whether it is love, anger or regret, 
from simply depicting the nature by which the poet was surrounded, and within twenty, 
maybe twenty-eight words, is a true art form: 
     The first contingent of China’s “New Poets”… found it extremely difficult to 
struggle out of the old rut of classical poetry, not so much in form or prosody, as in 
manner of expression, tone, approach, treatment, etc. These poets, on the other hand, 
knew very little of the essence of Western poetry. So they had very little to resort to in 
establishing something brand new… It was not until the debut on the literary scene of 
                                                
36 Graham Chainey, A Literary History of Cambridge (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1995), 247. 
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Guo Morou’s first collection of poems in 1922, followed by that of Xu Zhimo’s in 1925, 
that the “New Poetry” came truly to its own37.  
 
Xu’s elegant presentation of free verse employing form, rhythm, and rhyme led 
modern Chinese poetry onto a new path. His most famous poem “DI¹ (Farewell to 
Cambridge Again)” illustrates the mastery of the poet’s command of the Chinese 
language as well as English poetry. His narrative poem Hai Yun holds five stanzas with 
each stanza employing a similar thematic as well as rhythmic and rhyming structure. 
The subject of the poem was a free-spirited young woman who died as a result of her 
playing with the unpredictable and dangerous ocean. The poem was first published on 
August 17, 1925 in Literary Supplement to Morning Post ¬p°Û to which he was the 
editor. In May of the same year, conflicts between protesting students and the Shanghai 
government (especially foreign powers in Shanghai) had escalated, resulting in many 
students’ deaths. Maybe this was Xu’s way of commemorating the students, expressing 
his feelings by describing this brave young woman’s fate (the students) against the 
ocean (the political atmosphere at the time).  
Xu was one of the founders of the Crescent Moon poetry society and editor of 
their monthly publication. He also taught literature and law at different universities 
until his death by plane crash at age 34. He left the world four collections of poems and 
prose as well as translations of other poet’s works such as the famous Indian poet and 
Nobel Prize Laureate, Rabindranath Tagore. 
 
                                                
37 Bian Zhilin . "The Development of China's "New Poetry" and the Influence from the 
West." Chinese Literature: Essays, Articles, Reviews (CLEAR) 4, no. 1 (1982): 153. 
doi:10.2307/495616. 
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2.   The composer Chao Yuen-Ren (1892–1982) 
The composer who set this poem to choral music was Chao Yuen-Ren, a linguist 
who earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in mathematics from Cornell University in 1914 
before completing his Ph.D. from Harvard Graduate School in 1918. He taught in the 
physics department of Cornell and the philosophy and Chinese departments of Harvard, 
and the mathematics and physics departments of Qinghua University. He was a Fellow 
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and was elected President of the 
Linguistic Society of America. According to William S-Y. Wang, Chao had a classical 
Chinese education at home and had a love for language, fluently speaking several 
Chinese dialects as well as German, French and Japanese. He had reading knowledge of 
a few other Chinese dialects and ancient Greek and Latin. His parents also contributed 
to his love of music. His mother sang Chinese opera and his father taught him Chinese 
flute38.  While his academic discipline is in mathematics, he always filled his life with 
music. Although never a conservatory student, he took lessons in harmony, 
counterpoint and piano, sang in choirs, and went to many concerts. His compositional 
technique was mainly self-taught. According to Liu Ching-chih, Chao believed that  
When a poem is turned into a song and is sung, something is bound to be lost. As far as 
intonation goes, no matter how well the composer matches the traditional Chinese 
musical scale (gongche) to the tonal patterns of the poem (pingze), because in songs 
there are usually many more definite pitches than sliding pitches, which is quite 
different from natural intonation, where the situation is reversed, it is quite hard to 
understand the words, and even if one understands them the meaning cannot be 
conveyed as directly as by natural intonation. As for rhythm, no matter how rubato the 
intonation of the song when written or sung, it is always going to be a little more 
regulated than reading a poem in spoken intonation, and some sounds will inevitably be 
somewhat longer than they would be if the poem was being read in the normal way. 
This is another point where the words of a song are less natural than the intonation of 
speech… It is plain that reading a poem has a particular flavor, and singing a song has a 
                                                
38 William S-Y. Wang. "Yuen Ren Chao." Language 59, no. 3 (1983): 605. 
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.bu.edu/stable/413906. 
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particular flavor, and they cannot both be experienced at the same time. It must be 
acknowledged that when a poem is sung and becomes a song, something of its 
particularity has to be scarified39.  
 
 He set Xu’s poem to music perhaps, in part, because this poem has both form and 
rhyme, and was written in the vernacular language. He diligently structured his music 
in conformity with the poem, and changed some words in the text so that the audience 
would be able to understand it. Chao died in Cambridge, Massachusetts at age 89 (1982). 
3.  The Musical Poetic Drama  
 Hai Yun WØ is a narrative poem, depicting a young lady’s interactions with the 
ocean.  Xu wrote five stanzas for this poem: the first stanza introduces the young lady, 
the second stanza describes her singing, the third stanza records her dancing, the fourth 
stanza portrays her struggling with the waves, and the last stanza depicts the empty 
beach. Each one of the first four stanzas is comprised of three sections: 1, a question or 
observation by the spectators (in D minor), 2, the reply of the young woman (in F 
major), and 3, the young woman’s actions (starting in D minor and ending in F major). 
Each stanza ends with four words that rhyme with the last word of the young woman’s 
reply. The last stanza only contains the questions of the spectators and the description 
of the beach.  
 The composer set up the drama by using the piano to depict the ocean, soprano 
                                                
39 Liu, Critical History, 144. 
Ex. 2-1  
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solo as the young woman, and the choir as the spectators and narrator. The piano 
introduction begins with a low grumbling D minor chord, simulating the deep, gloomy 
ocean moans in the distance (Ex. 2-1: figure 1). The right hand introduces the rhythmic 
motif of the spectators’ with dense chords (Ex. 2-1: figure 2), then in a higher range in 
falling chords, appears the dancing figure of the young lady (Ex. 2-1: figure 3), and the 
drama unfolds:  
Ex. 2-2   1a40. “Young lady, single young lady, why are you lingering on the shore in the dusk? Young 
lady, go home, young lady!” 
 
This phrase began without the presence of the soprano section, with only the lower 
voices hovering around D minor. The choir should sing its opening phrase with a 
hushed tone as if the spectators foresee the danger, do not want to frighten the young 
lady. The tenor section, carrying the moving line, should not overcome the altos; let the 
moving line, being repressed thus portray the feeling of looming trouble. The alto 
section should match the color of the tenor section when taking over the melody line on 
beat 2 of m. 18. Similarly, the soprano section needs to match the alto’s color when 
taking over from the alto section at m. 24. The meter 3/4 does not represent the stress  
Ex. 2-3    1a. melody 
 
                                                
40 First section of verse one will be labeled “1a”; second section of verse one will be labeled “1b”, 
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of the language. In the above example I underlined the words that should receive 
emphasis. As one can easily see, not all the important words fall on the downbeat of the 
measure. In a way, the conflict between text stress and meter stress helps to portrait the 
rocking motion of the waves and the confusion of the spectators who are urging the 
young woman to go home. The young lady’s answer, sung by a soprano solo, is 
presented in F major. Again, the linguistic accents do not align with the meter. The 
soloist should emphasis the second instance of “. (no)” even more. The choir, in its soft 
voice, describes a girl with loosened hair pacing back and forth. 
The composer changed a word in this phrase. Xu originally wrote “Þó (Mu4 
Ai3)” with Þmeaning “dusk” and ó meaning “haze”. ó, however, like almost all the 
other Chinese words, shares the same pronunciation with many other words such as ' 
(Ai4), which means “love”. The combination of ' (Mu3 Ai4) or ¼' (Mu4 Ai4), can 
be easily confused with “Þó”, making it difficult to understand. Therefore, the 
composer changed this word from ÞótoÞR(Mu4 Se4) eliminating the confusion. A 
(	)“Ah, no, I am not going home, I love the breath of the night wind:” 
 
Ex. 2-5   1c. “On the beach, in the dusk, a lady with her down – pacing back and forth, pacing back 
and forth:” 
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piano interlude follows, leading to the next stanza, illustrating the young woman’s 
elegant, figure pacing. 
 
The second and the third stanzas follow a similar structure: 1, the question, 2, 
the answer by the young woman, and 3, the description of the young woman. 
Harmonically, the second stanza does not change much from the first stanza. The 
melody, however, appears in the soprano line beginning on the pitch F. After the half 
cadence, the sopranos leap up from E to D, indicating the stress that the spectators were 
experiencing. One must not over-emphasize the D, but simply sing it with the indicated 
dynamic marking—the 7th leap is sufficient to bring out the urgency of the text. The 
young lady’s answer, however, is nothing short of flirtatious. While the women in the 
choir portraying the young lady’s singing, the piano plays a counter-melody, as if the 
ocean is accompanying her. The men join in the last two measures on the words “high 
Ex. 2-6    Interlude 1 
 
 
Ex. 2-7    2a. “Young lady, young lady with loosed hair, why are you loitering on this lonesome 
beach? Young lady, go home, young lady!” 
 
 
Ex. 2-8   2b. “Ah, no; you listen to me sing a song, Ocean, I sing, and you accompany:” 
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Another piano interlude, similar to the first one, gives the listener the illusion 
that everything is just fine. But what follows this interlude is a very different story. 
The drama intensifies during the third stanza. The rhythm in the “a” section diminishes 
into triplets, mimicking the rapidly approaching storm. The melody begins identically 
to the second stanza, but steadily rises, quickly ascending on the words “S­(big 
storm)”, with the music in the last three measures reaching the highest point as if the 
spectators are screaming at the young woman to go home. Again, the composer 
changed a word, “(e4)”toú(da4)”.  pronounced [ ə], would be very difficult to 
sing strongly for two beats. [da], in comparison, is much easier to produce, and 
bring out the inherent stress. 
 
 
Ex. 2-9   2c. “Under the starlight, in the cold wind, flowing a young lady’s clear voice – 




Ex. 2-10   Interlude 2. 
 
 





The young lady’s reply changes as well. The meter is now in 6/8 mimicking her light 
dancing steps, with the melody shifting from the lyrical line into a bouncing figure with 
eighth-note rests inserted between notes to indicate the leaping footwork. The large 
range of the melody reflects the image of a seagull diving into the waves after soaring 
high. As in the second stanza, the piano plays a counter-melody as the women of the 
choir sings, following the young women’s reply, illustrating her whirling body on the 
beach. The composer substituted the text Ìx (Xuan2 Zhuan3–meaning “spinning and 
turning” for clarity. 
Ex. 2-11   3a. “Young lady, brave young lady! Black clouds rose at the edge of the sky, soon a 
violent storm will be upon us. Young lady, go home, young lady!” 
 
 
Ex. 2-12   3b. “Ah, no, you look at me dancing in the air, like the seagull in the waves:” 
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The piano interlude after this stanza is significantly changed from the previous 
two; the first interlude, mm. 36–43, presented a simple melody with left hand 
accompaniment, the second one, mm. 66–73, thickened the second half of the melody in 
the right hand, but the accompaniment stayed simple, and the third one, 96–104, 
changed the meter to 6/8, portraying the dance on the beach, only to roll in the anger of 
the ocean in the last measure, breaking the daintiness of the scene. 
The poet pressed on, intensifying the drama in the fourth stanza: one question to the 
young woman and one admonition of “go home” now becomes two statements and two 
warnings. The composer facilitated this dramatic development by using male voices, 
rushing in with the rhythm “           ” with a much louder dynamic mf on an A major 
triad, to open this stanza, followed by the women joining in using the same rhythm, 
with the stronger dynamic f on a Bb major triad. In these two parallel phrases with 
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Ex. 2-15    4a-1 Listen, the rampant ocean, young woman, go home, young woman! 
 
 
4a-2 Look, the ferocious wave, young woman, go home, young woman! 
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similar rhythmic motifs, and increasing dynamics with the rise of a whole step, the 
composer successfully portrays the spectator’s heightened emotional state. The men 
should lead this section with a bright and alarming tone, but when women join in, one 
must take care to not scream. Simply exaggerate the beginning consonance of each 
underlined word, making sure the consonances carry the notated pitch41.  
Without a resolution for the vii°2/V in measure 114, the music abruptly jumps 
into F major as the young woman impatiently disrupts the spectators’ distressful 
warning. (This harmonic movement treats the viiº2/V as a common-tone diminished 7th 
chord, with the pitch F as the common tone.) Her defiantly bright voice, full of hope and 
warmth, cuts through the spectators’ anxious voices, which sing at the same time, 
contradicting her naïve fantasy (with added text by the composer42). This section should 
be sung as if the soloist and the choir are singing a duet, not a descant soprano over the 
choir. The color of the chorus should be warm yet with much intensity, soft and dark, 
much like the tragedy that is looming, forming a contrast with the soloist’s tone. Before 
                                                
41 A plosive is often advised to be sung before the beat, in Western vocal music, to ensure the 
vowel arrives on the beat. In Chinese vocal music however, the plosive is voiced and carries the 
same pitch with the vowel, thus it needs to be sung on beat. 
42 Xu did not write these words for the chorus; Chao added them to intensify the drama.  
Ex. 2-16    4b. “Ah no; the ocean wave would not come and swallow me, I love the tempestuous ocean.” 
(Solo) 
 
          “Ah, the ocean wave will come and consume you, look at this turbulent ocean” (chorus) 
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she can finish her profession of love for the ocean waves however, while she is still 
singing her last word, the chorus rushes back to the viiº2/V to describe her struggle in 
the foaming waves.  
The previous viiº2/V, coupled with the returning viiº2/V, sandwich the F major 
section as if the ocean waves folding in and swallowed the young woman. The sequence 
of an augmented 2nd followed by a minor 2nd appears consecutively twice in mm.121–
125: F–G#–A and Bb–C#–D. The second instance of this intervallic sequence is 
supported by a rhythmic intensification, followed by a dramatic stop—as if the 
spectators were holding their breath in fear for the young woman. The composer 
changed the original text WÝ (foam) to dQPÝ (white foam of the waves) so that 
he has enough words to achieve this rhythmic effect.43 An interesting point to note here 
is that the more words one uses to describe one item, i.e. foam, the less opportunity for 
aural confusion—thus enables Chao to change the texts in service of the rhythm. The 
two repeated words at the end of this phrase have reached a ff, the strongest dynamic 
marking of the entire piece. The conductor should consider adding tenuto marks atop 
each one of these words and increasing the intensity of the words one by one. Instead of 
                                                
43 Chinese is a single syllable language; each character occupies only one syllable. To have a 
more percussive and rhythmic effect, therefore, required more words than the original poem.  
Ex. 2-17   4c. Amongst the crushing noises of the gleaming waves, an anxious young woman fell 
amid the white foam. 
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starting in D minor and ending in F major, this section began in F major, ending on a 
half cadence in D minor (iiø6/5–V). What a cliffhanger!  
The piano takes over the drama from m.128, under the chorus’ reiteration of the 
young girl’s struggle in the waves. The arpeggiations and chromatic scales, for the next 
twenty measures, depicted the towering up and crashing down of the violent ocean 
waves. As the storm calms down, the volume as well as the rhythm of the music 
diminishes, and eventually holds still on a fermata (the last note of m. 149). The 
accompanist should physically take a breath before playing the octave D in m. 150, as 
the audience needs that moment to breathe and refocus. 
The last stanza differs from the previous four stanzas in several ways. 
Dramatically, there is no longer the young woman’s voice in answer to the question of 
the spectators, only the spectators’ questions and their description of the empty beach. 
Ex. 2-18    Dramatic piano interlude—beginning 
 
Ex. 2-19    Dramatic piano interlude—ending 
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Poetically, the structure changes into a binary form. The first half of the stanza is 
framed by the repeated question, “Where are you young woman”, followed by two 
questions asking “where is the sound of your singing” and “where is your dancing 
figure”. The second half of the stanza consists of two matching phrases concerning the 
lack of light and the young woman’s absence. Musically the choir begins in D major 
with a short piano interlude in D minor, eventually ending the entire piece in D minor. 
Since the young woman’s reply is missing in this section of the poem, the piano 
interludes between each stanza is broken into two sections and inserted after each 
question, recalling her beautiful presence on the beach. 
The musical poetical drama continues after that breath before m. 150 by the 
pianist. The piano, then, gently introduces the D in octaves, thus resolving a long reign 
by A major (since m. 104). As the waves slowly roll onto the beach, the women intone 
“young woman, where are you, young woman? Where is your bright singing?” within a 
one-octave range in D major. In lieu of the young woman’s reply, before piano phrase 
utilizes the same materials as the first half of the interludes 1, 2, and 3, portraying the 
young woman’s song lingering in the air (Ex. 2-21, Figure 1) These four measures 
however, are now in D minor, the relative minor of F major—signifying that they are 
related, but one is merely the reminiscence of what once was. The women continue, 
using similar music as before, asking “where is your slight body?” in D major, rising to 
Ex. 2-20   5a-1 “young woman, where are you, young woman? Where is your bright singing?” 
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the highest note in the melody, E5 (Ex. 2-21, Figure 2). The piano, again, enters in D 
minor, as if mimicking the young woman’s dancing shadow, using the second half of 
interludes 1, 2, and 3 (Ex. 2-21, Figure 3).  The piano rumbles on a low Bb1-2 tremolo, 
with the full chorus rushing in on the last sixteenth note of the first beat, shouting, 
“Where are you, young woman?” The highest note in the melody now reaches F5 (Ex. 
2-21, Figure 4). The addition of the male voices expands the range to two octaves and a 
third, as if the spectators are shouting on the beach looking for her. The chorus and the 
piano should form vivid contrasts in these five fragments–while the chorus, interrupted 
by piano interludes, forms a steady crescendo, the piano interludes should stay muted–
as it is simply a recollection. Two quarter-note-rests in both chorus and piano follow 
this short exclamation. They are very important–they serve as a quick boundary 
between the first and the second section of the poetry in this stanza without fully 
stopping the musical flow. The chorus should not breathe after they sing the last note, 
Ex. 2-21 
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forcing the audience to hold their breath with them for two beats, awaiting the 
deliverance of the conclusion. 
 The piano tremolos softly on A1-2, the chorus delivers the first phrase of the 
conclusion, broken by two sets of eighth-note rests, as if the spectators are trying to 
adjust their eyes to this sudden darkness. Care should be taken to observe the rests 
while not breaking the phrase. The rests here create the suspense–“is she somewhere in 
the darkness? Did the ocean spare her?” The chorus should sing with muttered sound–
as if they are talking to themselves while searching the dark beach. The next phrase will 
give answer to these lingering unspoken questions. The piano continues the tremolo A 
pedal point, while the chorus discloses that there is no more young woman to be seen on 
the beach. The piano tremolo symbolizes the incoming tide that has just swallowed the 
beach. The chorus should deliver these broken words in disbelief and sadness. In m. 184 
the long pedal point finally came to a resolution while the chorus restates the absence of 
the young woman. During the long-held last note of the chorus (mm. 186–188), the 
piano breaks into a solo passage that recalls the young woman’s motif, rising up from 
the ocean deep only to fall back into the abyss. Thus ends this musical drama.  
Ex. 2-22    5b-1. Black night swallowed glowing stars, there is no more radiance by the ocean 
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The Song of the Ocean is not an impressive, large-scale work as compared to the 
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musical drama featuring a muted palette of harmonic color and simple texture. It is 
historically, however, an important piece of Chinese choral music. Chao successfully 
incorporated Western music to dramatize a narrative Chinese modern poem. He 
designed the structure of the piece to fit the form of the poem (see the chart below) and 
modified the poem so that it could be better understood when sung in Western style 
music. He utilized two motifs to unify this drama: the motif of the ocean, which is often 
represented by left hand tremolos on the piano, and the motif of the young woman, 
which appears in every solo piano passage. He assigned different characters in this 
drama to the chorus, piano and soloists, and associated them with different keys such as 
D minor, D major and F major. When the young woman, represented by a soprano solo 
in F major disappears in stanza 5, the piano plays her motif in her place in D minor–
because she is no longer there. He used different time signatures to accompany different 
sections of the text such as using 6/8 to depict the dancing young woman. He even 
employs a cross-rhythm between the Chinese language accents against a straight-
forward 3/4 meter in the piano to create the illusion of the rocking waves.  No one had 
such imagination and understanding of the Chinese language had ever attempted such 
endeavor as Chao, who successfully created a musical poetic drama with Western music 
and modern Chinese poetry. Chao and Xu, as pioneers for Chinese music and poetry, 






 Piano I Piano II Piano III Piano IV Piano V* Piano 
Number of 
measures 13 22 8 22 8 22 9 25 22 39 14 
Measure 
number (1–13) (14–35) (36–43) (44–65) (66–73) (74–95) (96–104) (105–129) (128–149) (150–188) (186–199) 
Phrase 
structure  10+6+7 4+4 10+6+7 4+4 10+6+7 4+4+1 10+7+9    
Key d d+F+F F d+F+F F d+F+F F A+F+A A D/d d 
Meter 3/4 3/4 2/4 3/4 2/4 3/4, 6/8, 3/4 6/8, 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 – 2/4 3/4 





Chorus Piano Chorus Piano  Chorus 
7 4 4 4 4 5 7 3 
Key D d D d d d d d 
Poem 5a-1  5a-2a  5a-2b  5b-1 5b-2 5b-2 
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Chapter III 
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Song of  Lament: 8. Floating Mountain
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ȞĶΕ8. ĆȗOͤ͡t 
Song of Everlasting Sorrow: 8. The Floating Mountain 
I. Translation: 
Chinese Text ĳ  ˅ ƟʘΔˣ  Ŭ ː ŃΏ
Translation Fragrant Fog Misty  Providential  Cloud Cover Gather 
 
 
 ̈ ˴ ʚ œÅȗ ʮ




 Red-jade  Flower  Jade   Tree   Dew glisten  full 
 
  
 Fragrant fog and clouds of good omen surround the QingXu Cave and cover 
the immortal PengLai Island (on which the cave stood).  The jade flowers 
and trees (on the island) are covered with glistening dew. 
 
 ×  GΔěɸ˔ Á
 But Scorn him, Red Dust  Green Ocean 
 
 
  ĭ Ɍ%ʩ » ʢ F [Η
 How Many   Love   Saplings, How many Sentimental Passion Seeds  
 
    
 ĊΔÎΔǄΔ ̮ | ė ø
 Separate,  Reunite,  Sorrow, Joy, In vain Make Lovesick  Dream 
 
  
 Scorn men: how many people who claim to be madly in-love on this earth? 
They are consumed by separation and reunion, sorrow and joy, and the ache 
for each other in their dreams… 

 Ĥ   ǚ 
 Contemplate Not Through 
 
 
 ȕ ®s À Ƀƴ ¼ A ã
 Mirror  Flower  Water Moon, After all Always Become Empty 
 
  
 And could not contemplate that like the image of the flower in the mirror 
and the reflection of the moon in the water, none ever turns into anything. 
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II. Pronunciation 
 In the following table, the first line is the Cantonese phonetic spelling by the Hong 
Kong Linguistic Institute; the third line is PinYin, a system commonly used to transliterate 
Mandarin. The second and the fourth lines are IPA symbols.  
 
ĳ ˅ƟʘΔˣŬːŃΏ
Cantonese       hoeng   mou    mai    mung   coeng    wan   jim    jung 
IPA: C.          [hœːŋ] [mou] [mɐi] [mʊŋ] [tsœːŋ] [wɐn][jiːm] [jiʊŋ] 
 
Mandarin         xiang   wu        mi     meng     xiang     yun    yan    yong 
IPA: M.          [ɕiɑŋ] [wu]   [mi]   [məŋ]   [ɕiɑŋ]  [yn]  [jan] [jiʊŋ] 
 
̈ ˴ ʚ œ Å ȗ ʮ
Cantonese        pung   loi  sin      dou      cing     heoi     dung  
IPA: C.          [pʊŋ]   [lɔːi]    [siːn]  [dou]   [tsʰɪŋ] [hɛɔːi]  [dʊŋ] 
 
Mandarin  peng   lai       xian      dao   qing   xu       dong  
IPA: M.                [pəŋ]  [lai]    [ɕjan]  [tɑʊ]  [tɕʰiŋ]  [ɕy]    [tʊŋ] 
 
̾ ® ɕ ȓ Ǡ Ī ȿΏ
Cantonese         king faa    juk      syu lou waa nung 
IPA: C.           [kʰɪŋ]   [faː]    [jʊk]   [siːu]   [lou]    [waː]   [nʊŋ] 
 
Mandarin qiong   hua   yü       shu lu hua nong 
IPA: M.              [tɕʰjʊŋ][xua]    [y]     [ʂu]     [lu]     [xua]   [nʊŋ] 
 
× GΔěɸ ˔ Á
Cantonese koek   siu     taa   hung   can      bik  hoi 
IPA: C.            [kʰ ɔːk] [siːu] [tʰaː][hʊŋ][tsʰɐn] [bɪk] [hɔːi] 
 
Mandarin que      xiao     ta     hong    chen     bi  hai 
IPA: M.             [tɕʰyœ] [ɕiaʊ][tʰa] [xʊŋ] [tʂʰən] [pi]  [xaɪ] 
 
 ĭ Ɍ %ʩ » ʢF[Η
Cantonese gei  heoi  jan  oi      miu    do    siu   ci     cing      zung 
IPA: C.              [gei]     [hɛɔːi]  [jɐn]   [ɔːi] [miːu][dɔ] [siːu] [tsʰɪ][tsʰɪŋ]   [zʊŋ] 
 
Mandarin ji xu en ai     miao    duo  shao  chi    qing     zhong 
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ĊΔ ÎΔ ǄΔ  ̮ |  ė ø
Cantonese lei hap bei  fun     wong  zok    soeng   si      mung 
IPA: C              [lei]    [hɐp]   [bei]   [fu:n]  [wɔːŋ]   [zɔːk][sœːŋ]    [si:]   [mʊŋ] 
 
Mandarin  li  he bei      huan     wang zuo     xiang  si       meng 
IPA: M              [li]      [xə]   [peɪ]   [xuan]  [waŋ]   [tsuɔ]  [ɕjaŋ]    [sɨ]   [məŋ] 
 
 
Ĥ  ǚ 
Cantonese        caam bat tau  
IPA: C            [tsʰam]  [bɐt]   [taʊ] 
 
Mandarin can  bu tou 
IPA: M              [tsʰan]   [pu]    [thoʊ] 
 
 
ȕ ® s ÀɃ ƴ ¼ Aã
Cantonese        geng  faa      seoi jyut     bat      ging    zung     sing    hung 
IPA: C.             [gɛːŋ]    [fa:]   [sɛɔːi]   [jyu:t] [ba:t]   [gɪŋ]   [zʊŋ]    [sɪŋ]   [hʊŋ] 
 
Mandarin          jing hua      shui yue        bi jing     zong     cheng kong 
IPA: M.           [tɕiŋ]   [hua]   [ʂueɪ]   [jyœ]   [pi]     [tɕiŋ]  [tsʊŋ]   [tʂʰəŋ] [kʊŋ] 
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III.  The Chronicle of Chang Hen Ge ȞĶ ΒSong of Everlasting SorrowΓ 
The tragic love story between the ninth emperor of the Tang Dynasty Li Long-
Ji (685–762) and his beloved concubine Yang (719–756) has inspired many literary 
creations throughout Chinese history. He loved his concubine Yang so much that he 
commissioned poets and musicians to compose poems44 to praise her beauty as well as 
instrumental music to accompany her dancing. One of the most famous poems Qing 
Ping Diao (Qing-Ping Tune45),” was by Li Bai (701–762)46.  
ůČ͂®îΔŶµ̵͇ǠīɍΏǩğƪɕĆΔÛ͛łÀ#ʪΏ
Clouds are envious of her clothes and flowers are jealous of her face, spring 
winds gently blow on the window, the flower is covered in glistening dew. (You) 
can only see (this kind of beauty) on top of the jade mountains, or encounter her 
in the jade palace in the moon.47 
The poem was set to music on the day it was written, and Yang, according to legend, 
danced to it. This poem, and a few others, describes her as a beautiful goddess who 
descended from the heavens. The emperor only wanted to spend time with Yang and 
forsook his duties as the leader of the country. To make matters worse he entrusted 
Yang’s relatives to make important decisions in regard to the nation, and avoided seeing 
other ministers who raised alarms about these appointments. His neglect led to unrest 
among his people, and eventually grew into an uprising that forced the emperor to 
abandon the palace and flee the capital. The angry troops demanded her life be forfeit to 
                                                
44 Chinese poems were written to be sung. The priority in composing an ancient Chinese poem 
is the rhythm of the tune, the order of the fixed tone (Chinese is a tonal language, the rise and 
fall of the music makes a difference in the meaning of the words), and the rhyme scheme.  
45 Qing and Ping were two modes that ancient Chinese used in court music. 
46 Li Bai was a famous poet in the Tang dynasty. Over a thousand poems are attributed to him. 
Gustav Mahler used translations of his poems as the lyric for Das Lied von der Erde. 
47 This poem is full of euphemism and suggestion: these specific references to nature are old 
Chinese euphemisms for lovemaking.  
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avenge their humiliation for being forced to retreat. She died to appease the soldiers and 
to save the emperor. Legend had it that the emperor missed her so much that after he 
reached safety, he sought the help of a Taoist monk to look for her in the world of the 
dead. When she received this monk, she revealed to him her pledge of eternal love and 
her longing for future reunion with the emperor.  
Throughout history many scholars have used this legend to comment on the 
political chaos of their own times and their incompetent governments.  The first of these 
writings, and the most famous, came three emperors later in the same dynasty in 806. 
Bai Ju-Yi (772–846) was an out spoken poet who was regarded as the god of poetry by 
the Tang emperor at the time, the great-grandson of emperor Li Long-Ji. During his 
first assignment as the sheriff of the town of Zhouzhi, ShanXi (ʣ±) province, he 
became good friends with Chen Hong (785–830), a historian who lived in the same 
town. After hearing the love story of emperor Long-Ji and Yang during a visit to a 
temple, Bai Ju-Yi composed a long narrative ballad named Chang Hen Ge (ȞĶ Song 
of Everlasting Sorrow).48 He then asked Chen to write a prose version of this story, so 
Chen wrote Chang Hen Ge Zhuan (ȞĶÑ the legend of the Song of Everlasting Sorrow). 
“In line with the melodramatic convention of the ballad (Ge), a subgenre of Music 
Bureau poetry (yuefu), Bai Juyi’s poetic version movingly describes the Illustrious 
Emperor’s emotional journey from happiness to pain and longing, and concludes with 
climactic lines evoking the pledge of love between him and his consort as well as their 
                                                
48 See Appendix I for the poem and its translation in its entirety.  
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eternal devotion and sorrow...”49 Bai and Chen’s account of this story served as the basis 
for many different literary interpretations to come.  
Four hundred years later, Bai Ren-Pu (1226–1306), one of the Famous Four 
dramatists of the Yuan dynasty, presented this epic love story in the form of Yuan Za Ju 
(ÐΚƽ Yuan play/opera) as a commentary on the chaotic times between the fall of the 
Song dynasty and the establishment of the Yuan dynasty (1276).  He took a phrase from 
Bai Ju-Yi’s ballad and used it as the title of his four-act play Wu Tong Yü(̴̓Ğ
Paulownia Rain50).  A Yuan dynasty Za Ju is comprised of music, poetry, acrobatic acts, 
and dancing. The poetry in these plays differs greatly from the ballad of the Tang 
dynasty: each line no longer has a set number of words; however, the entire poem must 
conform to a tune.  The modes of the tunes dictated the mood of the poetry, and the 
rhythm of the tune limited the number of words in each line or phrase. Each play (opera) 
had four acts and each act must follow a specific musical modal progression. During a 
performance, poetry was “recited, sung, danced, and gestured in many different ways 
simultaneously or alternately… With highly polished performance, theatre provoked 
and captivated the imagination of the audience suggesting (rather than displaying) the 
connection between story lines, acts, and interpersonal relations.”51 Bai Ren-Pu’s play 
became the basis for many theatrical revisions of this famous story. 
Another four hundred years later (1688), when the Qing Dynasty was only 
about forty years old, the playwright Hong Sheng (1645–1704) completed the opera 
                                                
49 Luo Manling, Literati Storytelling in Late Medieval China, (Seattle, Washington; London, 
England: University of Washington Press, 2015): 28–29. 
50 See line 31 of Appendix I. 
51 Gu Sharron, A Cultural History of the Chinese Language, (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & Co., 
2012): 180. 
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Chang Sheng Dian (+̛Longevity Hall based on Bai Ju-Yi’s ballad and Bai Ren-Pu’s 
drama. Like Bai Ren-Pu, Hong also took a phrase out of Bai Ju-Yi’s ballad as the title of 
his opera. This time the author was joining the chorus of Chinese scholars who mourned 
the fall of the Ming Dynasty and lamented that the Jurchen (Manchurian) people had 
taken over China. The opera, though still about the love story of the Tang emperor and 
his concubine, had expanded into a much larger musical/poetical creation, including 
abundant archetypes such as royalty, loyal ministers, and conniving people, as well as a 
multitude of heavenly creatures, extending to 50 acts. The Chinese opera at this time 
had reached a historical peak in many ways: staging, instrumentation, choreography, 
vocal technique, diction, and most importantly, the poetry and music. The musical and 
poetic structures are inseparable in these operas. Since each tune originally was set to a 
poem, it was set to conform to the rise-and-fall of the words in that poem. Any lyric set 
to this tune, thereafter, would have to obey the original rhythm and sequence of the 
“tone”. The tunes in these operas are a collection of folk songs, court music, and ritual 
music encompassing many generations and regions (of which there are over a thousand 
in China). Each act contains a group of tunes that share the same mode and tonic note, 
and is a dramatically self-contained segment. One can only imagine the artistry the 
playwright must possess in order to successfully present a story in this format.  
The Qing Dynasty crumbled in 1911, giving way to a struggling new Republic 
of China with warlords fighting for power within her borders, and the Japanese army 
inching into her territory. Some young scholars who returned from studying abroad 
wrote articles, poems, and songs trying to bring public attention to the political unrest. 
Wei Huang-Zhang (1906–1993) was teaching Chinese poetry at the National Institute 
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of Music and became good friends with Huang Zi.  In an interview in 1992, Wei 
explained that the reason for writing Chang He Ge was “that the teaching materials were 
limited and the political system was very corrupt. Huang Zi thought we should use 
ancient stories to expose the current situation… I studied many historic records and old 
poems and plays to write this.”52 Following the tradition of the past literary musical 
creations based on this story, he took the title of Bai Ju-Yi’s ballad as the title of this 
oratorio, and used ten phrases from the same ballad as the titles of the ten movements. 
The sorrowful love story of a Tang emperor had evolved over a thousand years, 
through Chinese literature and music, and took on yet another incarnation with new 
musical elements from across the ocean.  
IV.  The Composer, the Lyricist, and a New Song for an Old Story 
The oratorio Song of Everlasting Sorrow was the result of a successful 
collaboration between its lyricist and composer. Wei Huang-Zhang (1906–1993), the 
lyricist, was at the time the Director of Registration at the National Institute of Music 
in Shanghai while teaching poetry as well as managing the library. Unlike Xu, Wei did 
not write poems that stood alone, but championed the art of lyric writing, collaborating 
with different composers and producing over 500 lyrics. Unlike Chao, Huang Zi (1904–
1938) had studied music formally, and according to one of his students, was the first 
Chinese person to systematically and holistically teach European and American modern 
compositional techniques to students in China. He was also a music educator who 
                                                
52 Zhou, Hui-Juan. “Famous Lyricist Wei Han-Zhang.” Zhou Hui0Juan Art Room. 
http://www.moniquearts.com/culture/personal/perwhit2.htm (accessed June 12, 2013). 
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dreamed of establishing a Chinese national style.53 The creative duo of Wei and Huang 
produced not only vocal compositions, but also a set of music education textbook for 
middle school students.  
Huang was born into a scholarly family and received an excellent education. He 
entered QingHua School, a preparatory school for U.S. colleges, at age 12 where he 
played in the pipe-and-drum band as well as sang boy-soprano in the choir. He also 
played clarinet in the school orchestra and studied piano and harmony. Upon 
completion he matriculated into Oberlin College where he majored in psychology and 
took many musical courses. After obtaining a Bachelor of Arts degree from Oberlin, he 
transferred to Yale University’s Music College in 1928, graduating with a Bachelor of 
Music degree the following year. He studied composition with Hindemith, and his 
undergraduate thesis, Huaijiu (ƲǺ In Memoriam, Overture for Orchestra), received a 
wonderful review in the Oberlin Alumni Magazine. He returned to China in 1929 and 
became a full-time professor in the music theory department of the National Institute of 
Music as well as the Dean of Studies. The following year, the Shanghai Ministry of 
Works Orchestra, an orchestra consisting of mainly foreign musicians and conducted by 
Mario Paci, an orchestra that had never before played any composition by a Chinese 
composer, premiered Huang’s Huaijiu in China. Besides his administrative duties he also 
taught eleven courses each year, traveled with colleagues to perform new compositions, 
and actively engaged in many forms of secondary musical education including 
broadcasting, writing and publishing text books, and editing curricula for the Education 
                                                
53 Translated from the introduction of ƏȎ|ƥ (Collection of Surviving Works of Huang Zi), 
by He Lu-Ding, a prominent Chinese composer (1903–1999), who was once the Dean of 
ShangHai Conservatory.  
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Ministry.  
According to Liu, Huang’s favorite poem in childhood was Li Bai’s Pipa Ballad,54 
a long narrative poem about a female entertainer’s life. This poem did not simply tell the 
sad life of a young woman, but vividly depicts the sound of pipa music, from its dynamic 
change to the shape of each note.  Huang liked it “because its syllables are sonorous, and 
when read aloud it sounds marvelous.”55 This love of Chinese poetry and music can be 
clearly seen in Song of Everlasting Sorrow. This new version of the ancient story is an 
oratorio consisting of ten movements. Huang started working on this piece in the 
summer of 1932, but only finished seven movements: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10. He did not 
finish the work for two main reasons (besides his early death in 1938); one is that the 
seven movements were enough for an entire semester’s teaching material and secondly, 
his teaching and administrative duties kept him quite busy once school resumed.56 
Huang composed this oratorio for SATB chorus, Soprano solo (the concubine), 
and Baritone solo (the emperor). Since he composed this as teaching material, it is not 
surprising that each of these movements a features a different compositional technique 
of Western music, such as chromaticism and imitative counterpoint, in presenting this 
drama. In movement VIII however, he combined Chinese and Western scales, which we 
will examine more closely.  
 
                                                
54 Liu, Ching-chih, A Critical History of New Music in China. The Chinese University Press, 2010. 
Liu quoted Huang on p. 115, however, the Pipa Ballad was actually written by Bai Ju-Yi, the 
same poet who wrote the long narrative poem that inspired Huang to compose Song of 
Everlasting Sorrow. 
55 Liu, Critical History, 115. 
56 A student of Huang, working with revised text by Wei, in 1972, finished movements 4, 7, and 
10 and published this composition in HongKong.   
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V. Movement VIII 
This movement is a jewel in Chinese choral literature because of its exquisite 
lyrics and its intricate musical setting. It differs from all the other movements in two 
ways. First, both the music and the text in this movement extensively borrows, or at 
least references, ancient literature. The text in movement II incorporates the title of the 
Qing Dynasty opera and the text of the last movement refers to the Yuan Dynasty 
drama, both of which reference the Tang Dynasty ballad, but musically, Huang did not 
quote anything directly from the opera or the play in those movements. In this 
movement, however, Huang’s musical structure closely follows the poetic structure of 
the lyrics, creating new material from the old. Secondly, in the entire oratorio, only this 
movement utilizes the Chinese modal system. All the other movements cleverly uses the 
Western major/minor system with different textures to present the Chinese text. 
Imitation is the main Western technique used for this movement, but is employed 
within the Chinese pentatonic scale. Huang firmly believed that traditional Chinese 
culture should be the foundation for a new Chinese music. This movement shows his 
daring experiment of drawing materials from an ancient tune (over a thousand years 
old), combining Western compositional techniques with traditional Chinese musical 
elements, woven together to form a seamless garment.  
1. Poetry and Music 
The entire movement consists of thirty-eight measures, and is divided into two 
large sections with a short introduction and coda. The melody, musical texture, and 
tonal structure change from section A to section B corresponding to the lyrics.  
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Section A—Borrowed Lyrics and Ancient Tune 
In this movement Wei Han Zhang drew line 42b of Bai Ju-Yi’s original poem57 
as the title—Shan Zai Xü Wu Piao Miao Jian (ĆȗOͤ͡t The floating mountain in 
the ethereal mist). The first part of the lyric consists of two couplets: 
Set 1: ĳ ˅Ɵʘ fragrant fog cloudy and misty 
ˣŬːŃ providential cloud surround and cover 
 
 
Set 2:  ̈ ˴ ʚ œ Å ȗ ʮ
 Peng   Lai Immortal Island and QingXu      Cave 
 ̾ ® ɕ ȓ Ǡ Ī ȿ
 Red-jade flowers and jade trees glistening in dew 

These two couplets give a vivid description of the ethereal island PengLai—the 
floating mountain.58 One can see distinctly, from reading the lyrics, the image of the 
clouds crowding around the island, its cave, and all the sparkling jade trees and flowers. 
The second half of the second couplet, ̾®ɕȓǠĪȿ(jade flowers and trees are 
covered with glistening dew), is a combination of quotes from both Hong’s opera 
(second scene) and Li Bai’s poem in praising the concubine (second phrase, see section 
III). The phrasing follows the poetic structure of the Tang Dynasty, which is tidy and 
tight in terms of both rhyme scheme and rhythm, as well as the alignment of parts of 
speech in each line, for instance, “fragrant fog” pairs with “providential cloud.”  
Echoing Wei’s choice in quoting Li Bai in section A, Huang utilizes the ancient 
tune, Qing Ping Diao (Ex. 3-1), as the basis of his melody in this section, directly 
drawing a connection to Li Bai, the poet whom Emperor Li had called into the palace to 
                                                
57 See Appendix I 
58 PengLai is a port city in ShanDong province. Because of its frequent mirages out in the sea, it has 
been romanticized for centuries as the immortal island floating in the mists. The search for immortal 
life on PengLai Island is the equivalent to the search for the fountain of youth in the Western world. 
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write the concubine’s praises in eighth century. Ex. 3-2 demonstrates the similarity 
between the ancient tune and Huang’s melody. 










 Ex. 3-2  




Huang’s melody phrase 1 
Qing Ping Diao phrase 2 
Huang’s melody phrase 2 
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Qing Ping Diao phrase 3 
 
 




Section B—New Lyrics and “Motet-like” Musical Treatment of the Text 
Wei did not quote any more ancient poetry in section B. In fact, he stopped the 
story telling, interjecting a criticism of the royal couple. The literary style of the lyrics 
in section B shifts from the strict couplet style into the more free style of the Yuan 
Dynasty, which was often used for opera.  The rhythm in section A is symmetrical: 4, 4 
| 7, 7. (Chinese is a single-syllable language, which means the sound of each character is 
one syllable in length.) The rhythm in section B becomes 3, 4, 5, 5 | 4, 5 | 3, 4, 5. The 
shortened phrases and the asymmetrical rhythm increase the tempo of the text.  
Example 3-3 shows the translation of each short segment.  
Ex. 3-3 
 1. ×G laughing at them  
 2. ěɸ˔Á red earth green ocean  
 3. ĭɌ%ʩ how many love saplings  
 4. »ʢF[ how many sentimental seeds  
 
 5. ĊÎǄ separation, reunion, sorrow, and joy  
 6. ̮|ėø in vain dream of each other  
 
 7. Ĥǚ understand not  
 8. ȕ®sÀ flower in the mirror moon in the lake  
 9. Ƀƴ¼Aã after all always become nothing  
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Huang gave the 3-character lyrics “laughing at them… (who) understand not” 
(Lines 1 and 7) the same motif of a descending major 2nd followed by a descending 
minor 3rd. As seen in Ex. 3-4 these two segments of the texts are closely related—m. 31 
is simply m. 23 transposed up the interval of a perfect 5th.  
 
 For the four-character texts, “red earth green ocean,” “separation reunion sorrow 
and joy,” and “flower in the mirror moon in the lake” (lines 2, 5, and 8—three line of 
text, each with four characters), Huang composed a symmetrical motif of two 
descending minor 3rds sandwiching a major 2nd, as seen in Ex. 2-5. 
 
Although the three segments share the same motif, each one of these motifs is treated 
differently. In mm. 14–15, the “red earth green ocean” is presented in imitation. In mm. 
27–28, “separation reunion sorrow and joy” is presented as a sequence with the two 
     Ex. 3-4 
1. laughing m. 23 
    at them    
 
7. understand m. 31 
    not  
 
     Ex. 3-5 
2. red earth green ocean  
5. separation reunion sorrow and joy 
8. flower in the mirror moon in the lake 
 
      Ex. 3-6 
mm. 24–25    	 
    
mm. 27–28   
  
    
mm. 32-33     
  
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lower voices following the same descending intervallic pattern. The quarter-note rests 
in the two lower voices express the sentiment of “separation” while the two lower voices 
moving in parallel signals “reunion.” The text “flower in the mirror moon in the lake” is 
presented with a counter melody in m. 32 followed by a repeat of the same melody an 
octave lower in m. 33—depicting an imagery of an unobtainable illusion. 
 
Unlike the treatment for the three or four character segments, Huang treated 
each one of the five-character segments as a means to shift the mode. The segments 
“how many love saplings” and “how many sentimental seeds” (mm. 25–26) contain the 
pitches Ab, B, C, Eb, and F. The final notes rest on Eb and Ab, emphasizing the perfect 
4th/5th relationship. The segment “in vain dream of each other” (mm. 29–30) contain the 
pitches Eb, F, G, Bb, and C, with the tonal emphasis on Eb and Bb. And the last one, 
“after all always become nothing” (mm. 34–35), presents the same aggregate pitches but 
emphasizes the relationship between G and C. These different tonal emphases helped 
Huang to utilize imitative writing within the pentatonic scale. 
 
     Ex. 3-4 
1. laughing m. 23 
    at them    
 
7. understand m. 31 
    not  
 
     Ex. 3-5 
2. red earth green ocean  
5. separation reunion sorrow and joy 
8. flower in the mirror moon in the lake 
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2. Chinese Modes and Western Keys 
The pentatonic scale consists of five tones with intervallic relationships of major 
2nd–major 2nd–minor 3rd–major 2nd–minor 3rd (Ex. 3-7). Proper music in China rarely 
contains strong tendency tones, 
such as the leading tone in 
Western music, because the 
basic Chinese pentatonic scale 
lacks the interval of a minor 2nd. Each of the five tones in the scale can be the “final” for 
a different mode. This system is similar to the Western modes, where the same notes 
are present in D–Dorian and E–Phrygian for example, where the later begins on the 
second note of the former. In essence, one is actually merely rotating the sequence of 
intervals. Two additional notes, Changed Gong (a minor 2nd below Gong) and Leaning 
Jiao (a minor 2nd above Jiao), may be added to this basic five-note scale, thus making it 
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 Ex. 3-9 
Gong–Yu mode 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Shang–Yu mode 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Jiao–Yu mode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into a six-note or even seven-note scale, which would resemble a Western diatonic 
scale. Ex. 3-8 shows the five basic modes used in Chinese music, in three flats, with the 
two added tones. 
Modulation in Chinese music is achieved by two ways: shifting the Gong or 
changing the mode. When the Gong is shifted, the aggregate of notes change (as if we 
moved from D–Dorian to F–Dorian); when the mode is changed, the final changes but 
the aggregate of notes remain the same (such as moving from D–Dorian to F–Lydian). 
In Chinese melodies the mode is simply determined by the ending note. Each mode 
would have several different sub-modes depending on the intervals that dominate a 
particular tune59.  Using the commonality between the Chinese C–Yu mode and the 
Western C–Aeolian mode, Huang moved from F–Shang mode that Qing Ping Diao 
occupies to C minor.  
The original Qing Ping Diao employs the F–Shang mode (F–G–Bb–C–Eb). 
Huang noticed that with each mode there are at least three commonly used melodic 
“forms” emphasizing different intervallic relationships between the final and a particular 
note within the mode.60 Using the C–Yu mode for example (Ex. 3-9), the three forms 
are: the Gong–Yu ʞˋ mode (C–Eb) emphasizes the 3rd, the Shang–Yu űˋmode (C–
F) and the Jiao–Yu Żˋmode (C–G) that emphasizes the 5th relationship, and the Zhi–
Gong ʭʞ mode (C–Bb) that emphasizes the 2nd relationship.  The upper 5th and lower 
5th relationships overlap with the Western music tonal theory concept of tonic–
                                                
59 To further understand Chinese music theory, please read Professor Li Chong Guang’s book 
Basic Music Theory published by People’s Music Publications, 2010. 
60 Huang wrote about these relationships in his music theory teaching material, which he did 
not finish before his untimely death. 
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dominant and tonic–subdominant relationships. 
 
 The first twenty measures of the movement (Ex. 3-10), quoting the ancient Qing 
Ping Diao, consist almost exclusively of Eb (Gong)–F (Shang)–G (Jiao)–Bb (Zhi)–C 
(Yu).  The final note of the tune (m. 20) rests on F, making it the F–Shang mode. Ab 
only appears once in m. 9 in the alto voice, thus is seen as Leaning Jiao, foreshadowing 
the shifting of the Gong, which happens in m. 21.  
 This section begins in the higher register and the intervallic relationships 
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 Ex. 3-11      mm. 21–23 
                 
 
  
    Bb Yu-Shang Mode  
 Ex. 3-10  mm. 1–20 
F–Shang mode  
 
 Ex. 3-12   
mm. 23–24  
descending scale 
 
mm. 23–26  
 
Ab Zhi–Gong mode 
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between voices are wide, creating a hollow effect—indicating the goddess’ residence is 
unreachable by mortal being. The singers should utilize a vibrant, bright tone with 
much warmth (healthy dose of vibrato without obscuring the pitch). The pronunciation 
of the consonances (such as X, M, etc.) needs to be softer in this section as if you are 
being careful to not disturb the sleeping goddess herself. Many words in this section 
end with the velar nasal [nŋ] sound, which is produced by curling up the back of one’s 
tongue against the back of one’s mouth to force the voice out from the nasal passage. 
However, true velar nasal sounds would change the color of the tone to be much darker 
than all the other words. I, therefore, suggest that the choir modifies these phonemes to 
be in between [n] and [nŋ], so that the sound is a combination of a nasal and oral 
sound.  This way the sound produced would be warm and resonant.  Moreover, to 
ensure that the words in section A smoothly transition from one to the next, all the 
nasal consonances such as [m] and [n] need to be prepared at the beginning of 
words—as discussed in the last chapter, these consonances carry the same pitch of the 
vowel and need to be sung on the beat. 
 Starting with the interlude in mm. 21–23 (Ex. 3-11), Ab becomes prevalent and 
no longer functions as an added tone. Now the five-tone scale consists of Bb–(Shang)–C  
(Jiao)–Eb (Zhi)–F (Yu)– Ab (Gong). The highest note F5 appears twice in the melody 
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within the same measure; and the short melody ends on Bb4 (b. 1/m. 23), outlining the 
fifth relationship between F and Bb, moving to the Bb Yu–Shang mode. By adding an 
Ab, F is no longer the Shang nor the final; it is, however, still prominent with its 
function changed from the final note to the note that points to Bb. This shift in music 
relates directly to the changes in the text and the musical materials that Huang used to 
construct this movement—the text from this point on changes from historically driven 
narrative to a contemporary reproachful commentary, with Huang no longer musically 
quoting Qing Ping Diao. 
Measures 23–26 with the melody outlining a descending pentatonic scale from 
Bb4 in soprano I to C4 in Soprano II. The beginning and ending notes of each imitative 
voice all fall within an Ab major triad. The five-character phrases have staggered 
  
 Ex. 3-11      mm. 21–23 
                 
 
  
    Bb Yu-Shang Mode  
 Ex. 3-10  mm. 1–20 
F–Shang mode  
 
 Ex. 3-12   
mm. 23–24  
descending scale 
 
mm. 23–26  
 
Ab Zhi–Gong mode 
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entrances following a similar contour, highlighting the perfect 5th relationship (Ex. 3-
12) with the tonal emphasis shifting to Ab and Eb as we are now in the Ab Zhi–Gong 
mode.   
Measure 27 begins yet another transition with the text from section B, lines five 
and six—“separation, reunion, sorrow, and joy” and “in vain dream of each other.” The 
lyric of line five is repeated with the same musical motif in sequence, a perfect 4th apart. 
The down beat of the soprano I line in mm. 27 and 28 highlight the perfect 4th melodic 
relationship with Ab5 and Eb5 (Ex. 3-13) as if we are still in Zhi-Gong mode. The Ab 
disappears, however, in m. 28 until the end, replaced by the G, forming the aggregate 
Eb–F–G–Bb–C. It is worth noting that the text “separation and reunion” is sung twice: 
the first time holding onto the mode that began section B, only to leave it and return to 
the same aggregate of notes that began the entire movement upon the repeat.  
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Following this shift is the second five-character segment (Ex. 3-14). Soprano II 
first introduces this phrase starting on Eb4 with every character employing two eighth-
notes, however when the melody is taken over by Soprano I, each character now only 
occupies one eighth note. The beginning and ending notes of this phrase outlines a 
perfect 5th between Eb–Bb, insinuating that the music is in the Bb Gong–Zhi mode. As 
if the composer was trying to wake up the dreamer, the Alto section rushes in one beat 
behind the Soprano I’s entrance, providing the lowest note G3, outlining an Eb major 
triad in first inversion. As quickly as a dream dissipates, the music swiftly moves on 
towards the concluding section, mm. 31–38, that solidifies the actual final mode of C–
Yu.  
 Putting mm. 23–26 and mm. 31–34 side-by-side (Ex. 3-15), one can quickly see 
that the latter is similar to the former but transposed a 5th higher with a aggregate of 
notes. If the imitation in m. 25 was exactly a 5th higher as that of m. 24, then the mode 
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would have changed, because the final Ab would have been a G, which does not belong 
to the Ab Zhi–Gong mode. But the same motif in m. 32 is repeated in m. 33, solidifying 
the C–Yu mode to which we have arrived.  
The last five-character segment brings the movement to an end (ex. 3-16). 
While Soprano I recalls the same material in m. 34 (from Soprano I in m. 26) transposed 
a perfect 4th lower, Soprano I in m. 34 exhibits the entire aggregate, Eb–F–G–Bb–C–
 
Eb, before dipping down to Bb to return to C bringing the melody to its conclusion. 
The Alto begins on G and descends stepwise as a counter melody to Soprano I, 
successfully bringing the three-voice texture to a close. A close examination of m. 34 
shows a D in the Alto line contains (the only appearance in this entire movement), 
which in the C–Yu mode functions as the Changed Gong. With this added D the 
cadence now resembles the typical contrary motion cadence of 16th century 
counterpoint, where the final note is approached from above and below by stepwise 
motion, making the ending sound more like C minor than the C–Yu mode.  
 
 Ex. 3-16  mm. 34–35 
 
 
C Yu mode 
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Section B, in comparison to section A, presents a much different dramatic tone, 
with the three voices answering each other and echoing each other’s sentiment, 
commenting on the foolishness of lovers who cannot see beyond their infatuations. The 
color of the choral tone should be a little darker than before, and the consonances 
crisper. The transition from the consonances to vowels, however, needs to remain more 
nuanced, so that one can hear the sympathy quality to the criticism. The entire piece can 
be seen as melancholy; however, one should not sing it overly dramatically. After all, 
the Confucius idea of beauty is one that is not overwhelming, and sadness is part of the 
Chinese idea of beauty. 
 
In conclusion 
The collaboration of Wei Huang-Zhang and Huang Zi produced one of the 
earliest oratorios in the Chinese language, Song of Everlasting Sorrow, and the eighth 
movement of this oratorio is the crown jewel because Wei and Huang both had a firm 
grasp of traditional Chinese literary and musical arts. If Xu and Chao’s collaboration 
produced a piece that is mainly new ideas, then Wei and Huang had produced 
something of a balanced diet of Chinese and Western culture. This composition is no 
longer simply new poetry in the Chinese language fitted with Western music (though 
Chao was quite sensitive to Chinese words), but new poetry in an old style and new 
music containing ancient tunes. It is as if a thousand-year-old tree sent out a new shoot, 
not merely grafted from another tree. Huang’s daring experiment in this movement, 
utilizing Chinese modes in imitative writing, opened up a new path for Chinese 
composers thereafter, who wished to explore contrapuntal textures, but stay within the 
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boundaries of Chinese modality. One could only wonder what Chinese choral music 
would sound like if Huang had not died so young. Whatever it might be, his death and 
the second Sino-Japanese War interrupted this promising exploration that is firmly 
grounded in the Chinese court/ritual music tradition. To this day, the usage of ancient 
court music or ritual music is still rarely seen in new choral compositions.  
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Chapter IV 
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ƏǷ2ÎŁΕ4. Əsˈ 
Yellow River Cantata: 4. Rhyme of the Yellow River 
 
I Translation: 
Ə    s      Ȯ ¦ Û  ¿j 
Yellow    Water     Gush  Toward   (the)  East 
 
Ƿ ¦ ĿL    
River Flow Ten-thousand miles Long 
 
s _ Ȅ ò _ e 
 Water    Rush Wave  High 
 
Ȯȭ    ć̜ a ɇ ʛ 
Running   Screaming Like Tiger Wolf 
   
@ Ƿ ˹ ʦ ̈́̇   
Open  River  Channel Build    levee  
 
 Ƿ ¿     ź  L A Ü̱ 
River East  Thousand Miles Become   plain  
 
 ɱ ʩº   ǁ HΔ Ų ®º  ĳΔ 
 Wheat  Stalk   Fat Ah,  Bean Flowers Fragrant, 
 
 ¤ V h » zǿǿ 
 Men Women Old Young Happy 
 
The Yellow River gushes toward East for thousands of miles long. The fast water and 
high waves charge forward with noises like wild tigers and wolfs. (We) open up channels 
and built levees, the East side of the river became plain, where the wheat stalks are strong 
and bean flowers are fragrant and people are very happy. 
 
¡ Ƕ2  Δ čʠ   ɼ
 ͍ 
Since Evil spirits Came, hundred-last name befall disaster 
 
˯ ̠   Ǜ ǓΔ  ̃Ʃ 
Sodomy inappropriate sex  burn kill,    Everywhere desolate  
  
ˬ h ʫ əΔ Ý í ȡʄ 
Hold Old Carry Young, Four Place exile 
 
ǳŕ
 ȸ ǘΔ d 
 7Ɋ 
Abandon Dad  Mom,  Return Not Homeland 
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Ever since the Japanese arrived, disaster fell on the people who were raped, killed, and 
homes burned. Everywhere looks desolate. (We) lugged the old and carried the young and 
sought refuge in all places. (We) abandoned our parents and cannot return home. 
  
Ə    s      Ȯ     ¦    B    þ     ż 
Yellow  Water  Rush  Flow  Day  Night  Busy 
 
ɀ         ċ      2   ǲ       ą         j 
Wife  Separate  Son  split  Sky  Each  One  Direction 
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II. Pronunciation 
 In the following table, the first line is PinYin, a system commonly used to transliterate 
Mandarin. The second line is IPA symbols.  
 
Ə     s       Ȯ      ¦    Û    ¿  j Ƿ     ¦       Ŀ       L      
Huang      Shui       Ben     Liiu   Xiang   Dong Fang He     Liu      Wan     Li   Chang 
[xwɑŋ]  [ʂwei]  [pən]  [ljoʊ]  [ɕjɑŋ]  [tʊŋ]  [fɑŋ]  [xə]  [ljoʊ]  [wan]  [li]  [tʂhɑŋ] 
s       _    Ȅ   ò    _     e      Ȯ   ȭ ć     ̜       a   ɇ   ʛ 
Shui    You   Ji  Lang You   Gao,    Ben  Teng Jiao    Xiao    Ru   Hu  Lang 
[ʂwei][joʊ][tɕi][lɑŋ][joʊ][kao][pən][thəŋ][tɕjao][ɕjao][ɹu][xu][lɑŋ] 
@     Ƿ    ˹   ʦ   ̈́  ̇      Ƿ    ¿     ź    L   A       Ü    ̱ 
Kai    He    Qu  Zhu  Di Fang    He  Dong  Qian  Li  Cheng  Ping Rang 
[kai][xə][tɕhy][tʂu][ti][fɑŋ]  [xə][toŋ][tʂjan][li][tʂhəŋ][piŋ][ɹɑŋ] 
ɱ ʩ      º    ǁ   HΔ Ų    ®     º   ĳΔ   ¤     V   h    »   z    ǿ     ǿ 
Mai       Miao   Er   Fei    A,     Dou  Hua   Er  Xiang   Nan   Nü  Lao  Shao Xi  Yang  Yang 
[mai] [mjao][əɻ][fei] [a:]  [toʊ][xwa][əɻ][ɕjɑŋ] [nan][ny][lao][ʃao][ɕi] [jɑŋ] [jɑŋ] 
       ¡        Ƕ     2    Δ  č    ʠ      ɼ      
      ͍ 
Zi       Cong     Gui     Zi     Lai,   Bai   Xing   Zao     Liao   Yang 
[tsɨ] [tshɔŋ] [kwei] [tsɨ] [lai] [pai] [ɕiŋ] [tsao] [ljao] [jɑŋ] 
˯ ̠ Ǜ ǓΔ   ̃  Ʃ 
Jian Yin       Shao Sha, Yi Pian Qi Liang 
[tɕjan] [jin]   [ʃao]    [ʃa]   [ji]   [phjan][tɕhi] [ljɑŋ] 
ˬ h ʫ  əΔ Ý  í ȡ ʄ 
Fu Lao Xie You, Si Chu Tao Wang 
[fu] [lao] [ɕjɛ] [joʊ] [sɨ] [tshu] [thao] [wɑŋ] 
ǳ  ŕ 
 ȸ  ǘΔ d  
 7  Ɋ 
Diu Diao Liao Die Niang, Hui Bu Liao Jia Xiang 
[tjoʊ] [tjao] [ljao] [tjɛ] [njɑŋ] [xwei] [pu] [ljao] [tɕja] [ɕjɑŋ] 
Ə  s       Ȯ      ¦     B     þ       ż 
Huang Shui Ben Liu Ri Ye Mang 
[xwɑŋ] [ʃwei] [pən] [ljoʊ] [ɹɪ] [jɛ] [mɑŋ] 
ɀ       ċ      2    ǲ         ą           j 
Qi Li Zi San Tian Ge Yi Fang 
[tɕhi] [li] [tsɪ] [san] [tjan] [kə] [ji] [fɑŋ] 
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III. The Birth and the Evolution of the Cantata 
Japan’s rise to power in the late nineteenth century to the early twentieth 
century was the inspiration for many young Chinese scholars who traveled abroad to 
study. They deemed Japan’s reform in education, the military, politics and the economy 
as the key to forming a modern country. Musicians and poets also followed suit and 
embarked on a journey of establishing a new Chinese style of music. Some thought 
simply implanting Western music onto Chinese text would suffice—Chao’s HaiYun 
would serve as a good example. Some, like Huang Zi, believed as Confucius taught, that 
all new things must grow out of tradition—the Song of Everlasting Sorrow illustrates 
that philosophy quite well. Still others, like Xian, sought out folk songs as his fertile 
ground, upon which Chinese music would grow—the melodies in the Yellow River 
Cantata provide a good example. Ironically, the new power, Japan, activated its military 
power to acquire the much-needed resources to feed its growth, which its tiny island did 
not have. Its full-scale invasion of China in 1937 and the subsequent war that lasted 
eight years nearly destroyed China’s reform in its infancy. Partially because of the war, 
Chinese choral music became much more closely associated with the political needs of 
the country and its government. 
Huang and Wei used their oratorio as a commentary on the impotent 
government who forbade anyone from discussing Japan’s increasing political and 
military presence in China. In 1937, when the Second Sino-Japanese War fully broke 
out, choral music became a propaganda tool for both the Kuomintang and the Chinese 
Communist Party. Kuomintang encouraged choral singing in the schools, the Ministry 
of Education even organized a thousand-person choir in Chongqing in the spring of 
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1941 to encourage anti-Japanese music activities.61 The Communists urged mass 
singing among the peasants and in the army. This is the beginning of the era when 
music was purposefully organized by the government for political usage. Xian Xing-Hai 
(1905–1945), along with many other young musicians, contributed to the anti-Japanese 
musical activities in both the Kuomintang and Communist controlled areas, and became 
a symbol for the Communist Party as a composer from humble origins. 
The People’s Composer 
Compared to the other two sets of musician/poets who were born into educated 
and respected families, Xian had a very humble beginning. He was born into a poor 
family and had to struggle from a very young age to pursue a formal musical education. 
Richard Kraus, in his book Piano and Politics in China, gave a detailed account of the 
trials and tribulations that Xian had to overcome. “… Xian was marginal to Chinese 
culture in three important ways: he was a boat person, he had no father, and he was an 
Overseas Chinese (Kraus 1989, 41).”62 He entered the National Academy of Arts in 1926 
in Beijing only to leave the academy the following year when the school was forced, by 
warlords to close.  He then traveled to Shanghai and entered the National Conservatory 
in 1929, only to be expelled for organizing a student protest the same year. Despite his 
poor economic standing he decided to further his study in France, and became the first 
Asian admitted into the Paris Conservatory’s composition class in 1930.  
“I studied as a part-time student while working as a free-lance musician, 
restaurant waiter, even beautician in nail salons… The famous Russian 
                                                
61 Liu, Ching-chih, and Mason, Caroline. A Critical History of New Music in China, Hong Kong: 
Chinese University Press, 2010. 192 
62 Kraus, Richard Curt., and Ebrary Provider. Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-class Ambitions 
and the Struggle over Western Music. New York: Oxford University Press, 1989. 41 
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composer Sergei Prokofiev gave me much help as well as the daughter of the 
Russian author Turgenev. I matriculated into the highest class for composition 
and conducting in the Conservatoire National de Musique et de Déclamation. 
Professor Dukas loved me and protected me, arranged for me to eat in the 
cafeteria for free. Everyone in the school was very helpful until I completed both 
composition and conducting classes…”63  
 
 Xian graduated from Paul Dukas’ Advanced Composition class in 1935 and 
returned to China after Dukas’ death in the same year, without finishing his degree 
studies in the Conservatory, citing financial difficulties. He looked to the Shanghai 
Symphony (the same orchestra that premiered Huang’s Huaijiu) for possible 
collaboration, only to be rejected, especially after one of the violinist who was a faculty 
member of the National Conservatory recalled Xian’s expulsion years before. He became 
part of the Shanghai Song-writer’s association and produced many songs with 
nationalistic themes. It was in Shanghai where he met the lyricist/poet Guang Wei-Ran 
and first began their collaboration. After the battle of Shanghai,64 Xian and Guang left 
Shanghai separately, only to reunite in Wuhan where they were both part of the No. 3 
Office of the Political Department of the Military Affairs Commission. They mainly 
composed anti-war propaganda songs and traveled to the countryside to teach the 
peasantry these songs. But Xian grew increasingly tired of the censorship and the heavy 
workload that interfered with his passion for following his own compositional pursuits. 
He traveled to Communist controlled Yan’an and began his most prolific compositional 
period. Guang arrived in Yan’an shortly after Xian and composed a long poem that 
                                                
63 Xian petitioned to join the Communist Party in 1939. Every one who wishes to join the Party 
needs to write an autobiographical report to show his/her worthiness to the Part. This segment 
is taken from his autobiographical submission in 1939. Translation by the author. 
64 The battle of Shanghai was the first major battle fought between the Japanese Imperial Army 
and the Chinese National Army, lasting from August 13 through November 26 of 1937, when 
the Japanese Imperial Army captured Shanghai.  
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became the text for Xian’s Yellow River Cantata, an orchestral choral composition that 
would become a symbol of Chinese nationalism, and is still one of the most performed 
Chinese choral-orchestral compositions by both Chinese and Western choruses. During 
his two years in Yan’an, Xian composed eight large-scale cantatas, two operas and eight 
two-to-three-part choral compositions. Xian wrote in his article Overview of the recent 
Chinese Choral Singing Movement65 that choral singing was not simply singing, it was a 
vehicle to unite people, a “weapon to fight the enemy” and “food for the soul during war 
times.”66 In 1940 he was sent to the Soviet Union and died there in 1945.  
He is hailed by the Chinese government as the “people’s composer,” partially 
because he did not come from a bourgeoisie class, instead, he came from a poor working 
family of a single parent, also because his music contains tuneful melodies that 
resembles folk songs and are easy for people to remember—thus easily appreciated by 
the ordinary Chinese people without requiring an advanced level of sophistication. The 
Yellow River Cantata is a prime example of his ability to turn an erudite poem into a 
choral work that people of all levels of education could enjoy. 
The Birth of the Cantata 
According to ΈʀƐ (Wu Xi-Ling)’s account,67 the No. 3 Performance Troupe 
left Wuhan, heading northwest to Yan’an, after the Japanese took the city in October of 
                                                
65 This article was published in a newspaper focused on anti-Japanese propaganda. At the time, 
many musicians would perform plays with choral music to urge the people to fight the Japanese.  
66 Xian Xing-Hai. “Overview of the Recent Chinese Choral Singing Movement” in the Complete 
Works of Xian Xing-Hai, edited by the editorial committee. (GuangZhou: GuangDong Higher 
Education Publications, 1949) 29. (English translation by the author.) 
67 ƎǷ2ÎŁɺƳΔʻ+ŢġŪ (The conception, birth and premier of the Yellow River 
Cantata), is an article written by Wu, Xi-Ling in 1959 as a talk given during the celebration of 
the 20th anniversary of the premier of the Yellow River Cantata. It was revised and published in 
1999 for the 60th anniversary celebration of the same composition. 
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1938. During the two months of their arduous journey on foot, they witnessed much 
sufferings of the people displaced by war, as well as the harsh conditions under which 
the people were living. The lyricist and poet Guang Wei-Ran, inspired by the power of 
the Yellow River as well as the strength and the determination of the boatman who 
worked on the river, wrote his long poem in five days after arriving in Yan’an. Once 
there, Guang invited Xian to attend a poetry reading at which time he asked if Xian 
would compose music for this poem. Xian, at the time, was working on another cantata 
and symphony, as well as collecting folk songs that he heard. Despite his heavy work 
load, Xian took the text and composed the cantata in only six days, during which time 
he met with Guang daily, writing and revising several movements to meet Guang’s 
approval.  
Because of the limitation of Yan’an, Xian composed this work for Di (Chinese 
flute), harmonica, small Sanxian (small Chinese Shamisen, a three-stringed fretless 
plucked instrument), large Sanxian (large Chinese Shamisen), Erhu (two-stringed 
bowed instrument) and Dahu (makeshift low string instrument with oil drum as the 
sound box and gut strings), and assorted percussion instruments such as bamboo 
clappers, temple blocks, bells, crash cymbals, drums and gongs. The composition was 
premiered thirteen days later on April 13th. Xian wrote in his Notes for Composition: 
“This composition was written in a small ‘yaodong68’ in LuYi (LuXun Arts 
Academy), because the No. 3 Performance Troupe was in a hurry to leave 
Yan’an, I finished the chorus and the full score in five to six days. Because people 
in many areas, including both war and peace zones, all like this cantata, I have 
always wanted to rewrite it utilizing proper staff notation, re-orchestrating it 
                                                
68 A Yaodong is a form of earth shelter commonly found in the Loess Hills of northern China. 
Local people carve caves out of a hillside, and the earth surrounding the indoor space would 
keep the rooms cool in the summer and warm in the winter.  
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with a Western orchestral instrumentation, which would be far better than the 
version in Chevé notation, but because of teaching and composing, did not find 
the time to do so. But since the spring of 1941, I have successfully finished it. 
This orchestration can be used by Europeans or Americans, and is much more 
universal than the one in Chevé, but at the same time this composition is the 
national style and improved in technique.”69  
 
According to a former student, Tian Chong, Xian loved folk music. Tian recalled 
that ever since the first time that they met, Xian would sing southern folk songs to his 
students. During the time of completing the Cantata, Tian remembered that Xian was 
working on another cantata as well as a symphony, and collecting folk songs that he 
heard from the farmers. In his article Ode to An Era – Remembering Comrade Xian 
composing ‘Ode to the Yellow River’, Tian recalled himself asking if Xian would re-write a 
movement to more closely resemble an authentic folk-song character. Xian answered:  
“you know I love folk songs, especially folk songs of this region, that’s why folk 
song fills each movement of the Production Cantata. I tried to compose this 
movement with folk song first, but it did not work, so I tore it up. Because the 
lyricist’s intension was to exalt the Yellow River… When talking about 
exaltation, people often think of songs of praise. I studied Western music in a 
foreign country, I cannot write this ode like a hymn in a church, so I thought of 
looking for suitable melodic materials from Qun Qü,70 but that did not work as 
well, ancient melodies cannot express the yellow river’s magnificence and the 
lyricist’s intensions… You told me before that when Comrade Guang stood by 
the river and cried out ‘Ah, yellow river!’ He was praising the yellow river as a 
life giving, living, mother, and giant!”71 
 
                                                
69 Xian Xinghai. “Composition Notes.” In Complete Works of Xian Xinghai, edited by the editorial 
committee (Guangzhou: Guangzhou Higher Education Publications, 1949), 37–45. 
70 Qun Qü is a form of Chinese opera. Its lyrics have the highest level of artistry in terms of 
poetic imagination as well as rhymes and rhythm.  
71 Tian Chong. “Ode to An Era—Remembering Comrade Xinghai composition ‘Ode to the 
Yellow River.’ In On the Yellow River Cantata, edited by Yelü Huang. (Beijing: Xinhua 
Publications, 1999), 61. Translation by author. 
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One can see from the recollection of Tian, that Xian carefully examined the text 
and understood the lyricist’s emotional involvement when he composed this cantata.  
According to the lyricist himself, they met daily and discussed many aspects of the 
cantata, including which movement should be sung as solo and which should be choral. 
If the other two choral compositions presented in this paper illustrate the composers’ 
care in illuminating the poetry with appropriate music, then the Yellow River Cantata 
has taken the collaboration between poetry and music to a new level. The recitation of 
poetry takes on an important role—not only does narration connect each movement, the 
third movement is a monolog with an orchestral accompaniment.  
Overview of the Cantata 
There are eight movements in this cantata, and “each movement is part of a 
collection of paintings that present the yellow river as the symbol of the heroic Chinese 
Nation.”72 The poem is written in the “new style,” but shows the poet’s sophistication in 
terms of rhythm and rhyme. These free verses were still a bit too stylish for the 
working class for whom this composition was written. In order for this piece to reach its 
intended audience with limited rehearsals, Xian chose to draw his inspirations from the 
folk idioms from various regions of China. The result is a cantata that is filled with 
tuneful and memorable melodies without complicated modulations or polyphonic 
textures. Precisely because of the simple musical language, amateur choruses in China 
(with choristers who do not read music) can successfully sing this cantata, which also 
contributed to its popularity among Chinese populations all over the world.  
                                                
72 Guang Wei-Ran. “The Origins of the Yellow River Cantata.” In On the Yellow River Cantata, 
edited by Yelü Huang (Beijing: Xinhua Publications, 1999), 17. 
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The cantata takes its listener on a journey that begins on the banks of the 
Yellow River. The first movement is written from the view of a group of boatmen, 
portrayed by SATB chorus, who fight dangerous currents and a storm to deliver 
passengers from one side to the other. This movement “represents our great nation and 
her people conquering all difficulties that resemble the dangerous surges and eruptions 
to achieve glorious victories.”73 Xian employed a three-note motif in forming the entire 
movement. He also used call-and-response form, characteristic of Haozi, to portray the 
unified movements between the boatmen.  
The next two movements are written from the view of the poet. The second 
movement, written for male solo, is an ode to the Yellow River.  The text illustrates the 
beauty, grandeur and verve of the river, praising it as the cradle of the nation and source 
of strength, as if a “heroic child of our mother-land sings her praises, vowing to follow 
her example to become resilient and powerful.”74 The third movement is a poetic 
narration in duet with pipa (a Chinese plucked-string instrument), accompanied by 
orchestra. Pipa is a versatile instrument that can produce both lyrical and harsh sounds. 
In a traditional work for pipa, Ambush on All Sides, one can hear soldiers’ sad songs 
before a battle as well as horses’ cries and crashing swords during the battle. The pipa 
acts as the musical narrator, painting the text as it is recited. One can almost hear the 
sun popping out of the horizon, as well as the thunderous noise that the river makes 
when it breaks the dam and floods the fields. The poet “recalls the nation’s rich history. 
                                                
73 Ibid.  
74 Ibid. 
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He cries out to the Yellow River recounting the tribulations that the nation has faced, 
and foresees the awakening of the giant that echoes the battle cry of the nation.”75  
The following three movements tell different stories of the people who lived by 
the Yellow River. The fourth movement, originally written for women, illustrates the 
happy lives of the people who reside along the river, whose lives are destroyed by the 
Japanese invasion in 1937. The fifth movement is a male duet, representing two drifters 
from the same region that met on the bank of the river by coincidence. They 
commiserate over their misfortune and eventually decide to join the resistance together. 
The orchestration in this movement includes samisen, which resembles the teahouse 
entertainer’s practice of telling stories through song with samisen as accompaniment. 
The sixth movement is a female solo, portraying a woman who has lost her husband and 
children and was raped by Japanese soldiers, who cried out to the river in the stormy 
night, committing suicide.  
The last two movements are written for SATB chorus. Xian utilizes a four-part 
canon in the seventh movement to describe the imagery of members of the resistance 
moving in-and-out of their hiding places to fight for the freedom of the nation. The last 
movement is the climax of the entire piece, utilizing heavy orchestration. There are two 
eight-measure sets of imitative counterpoint portraying the raging waves of the river 
crashing down one after the other, and the Chinese people rising up like the angry river 
to fight the war. Authentic cadences dominate the movement; many Chinese people find 
this lifts their spirits while others find it exhausting. Xian’s revision in Russia called for 
six French horns, twelve trumpets, and twelve trombones to finish this movement. 
                                                
75 Ibid. 
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Four Different Versions 
There are four extant versions of this composition. The first is the one that Xian 
composed in Yan’an, written for traditional Chinese and makeshift instruments. After he 
went to Russia he revised this composition and reorchestrated it for a much larger force. 
The other two were revised, edited, and even rewritten by his students Li Huan-Zhi and 
Yan Liang-Kun. Li was the conductor of the Shanghai Symphony and Yan was the 
conductor of the Central Philharmonic Orchestra Chorus. Most choruses today that 
perform this composition use Yan’s edition.  The instrumentation in this version is a 
standard double-wind orchestra (with an additional piccolo), which makes this version 
manageable for most amateur as well as professional choirs. The following chart shows 
the differences in the number of movements, the length, the instrumentation, the key, 
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IV.  Movement IV 
The first version, written in Yan’an, is the shortest in length, understandably 
containing the most modest orchestration, with unison chorus. The form is ternary (A-
B-A') and quite straight forward, with simple harmonic language. Simplicity, however, 
has its own beauty. In this case, it is exhibited in the meandering melodic line that 
resembles in many ways, traditional folk-song melodies. 
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Xian was long fascinated by folk songs, even teaching a course of “folk song studies” 
while in Yan’an. In one of his lectures he discussed, in detail, the usage of folk music 
(“improper music”) by the court and learned scholars throughout history. He also 
examined folk songs from different regions and ethnicities, including the Western 
tradition of the Jongleurs, troubadours and Meistersingers. He gave a brief report of 
different Western composers’ usage of folk music such as Tchaikovsky and Dvořák, and 
composers whose music became the “folk songs” of the nation such as Stephen Foster, 
and composers whose music became a symbol of nationalism such as Brahms and his 
Ein Deutsches Requiem. Through these comparisons he concluded that folk music can 
become art, and that Chinese new music needed to draw its materials from the rich 
treasures of traditional Chinese folk music. He wrote, “in terms of melody, Chinese folk 
song is filled with passion, it is more interesting than any other nation’s folk songs… 
because of technical limitations, it is one dimensional. Because of their beautiful 
melodies, some of our folk songs have survived thousands of years and people still love 
them…”76 His understanding of folk music can be found in the melodies of this 
movement. 
The melody of section A contains four phrases, yet upon first hearing, one can 
almost remember the entire melody and can easily appreciate its emotional content, 
even if one does not understand the language. The first phrase, beginning on A4 and 
ending on A3 with the highest note reaching F#5, covers the entire range of the 
movement, the interval of a major 13th. The melodic material from this phrase also 
                                                
76 Xian Xinghai, “The Study of Folk Songs.” In Complete Works of Xian Xinghai. (Guangzhou: 
Guangdong Higher Education Publications, 1990.) 68. Translation by author. 
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presents itself throughout the entire movement. Phrase II also covers the range of a 
major 13th. The second half of the phrase echoes the first half with the phrase ends on E4, 
forming a fifth relationship with the tonal center “A” (Ex. 4-1). The first half of phrase  
 
III is a mini A–A' form, and the second half of the phrase is closely related to phrase I 
(Ex. 4-2). The last phrase of section A begins as the first phrase, but ends on D.  
A typical Chinese melody often has four phases: 0 (beginning) Ǩ (continuation) 
Ñ (turn) : (finish). These four phrases fit into this formula perfectly. The first phrase 
sets up the entire melody in the A–Zhi mode with the aggregate of notes D–E–F#–A–B.  
The second and third phrases begin on the same note as the previous phrase ended. The 
 Ex. 4-1  
  
Phrase I: mm. 6-12 
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Phrase II: mm. 13–20 
 E–Shang mode 
 Ex. 4-2 
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2 Movement IV melod
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second phrase continues the same fifth relationship (A–E) of phrase I, ending on E, 
changing the mode to the E–Shang mode. The third phrase begins on E and shifts the 
fifth relationship to E–B, thus becoming the B–Yu mode, and the last phrase is 
motivically related to the first phrase, finishes on D, bringing us to the D–Gong mode 
which corresponds to tonal key of D major.  
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The text in this section describes the triumph of the people against the 
temperamental river. The text in phrase I states that the water of the Yellow River runs 
thousands of miles to the east. It should be sung legato with momentum and without 
taking any breath, especially between mm. 9–10, despite of the use of the comma in the 
text itself, so that the one-continuous line can convincingly portray the length of the 
river. The second phrase depicts fast and furious waves rushing like wild beasts chasing 
after prey. The choir should crescendo in mm. 13–16, pushing the melodic line to F5 in 
m. 17, and adding tenuto to the first 8th note of each beat in mm. 17–18, giving emphasis 
to the consonances Ben Ȯ(run) Teng ȭ(leap) Jiao ć(shriek) Xiao ̜(howl).  The first 
half of the third phrase, mm. 23–26, should be sung with buoyancy, as the text recounts 
people who lived by the river building channels and levees to tame the flooding river, 
and the second half of the phrase, mm. 27–30, should be sung with much exuberance 
because the land is now rich with fertile soil. The last phrase should be sung with a 
 Ex. 4-3
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bright and warm sound as it illustrates the happiness of the people with a bountiful 
harvest.  
Section B brings a completely different musical color and emotional tone as it 
depicts the pain and suffering caused by the Japanese invasion. The phrases in this 
section are shortened to three-measure segments. Measures 45–53 begin and end on D, 
forming a complete arch, with mm. 48–50 forming a smaller arch of A to A. These nine 
measures are in the D–Gong mode, emphasizing the D–A relationship. Measures 54–56 
emphasize the perfect-5th relationship between A–E, ending with a surprise—two 
downward perfect-4ths, bringing this section to a conclusion on F# with a sense of 
musical instability (Ex. 4-4). To more effectively bring out the drama in the text, I 
suggest adding the following dynamics and articulations to the music (Ex. 4-5). The 
  
 Ex. 4-4 
Section B mm. 45–56 
 Ex. 4-5 
Section B with dynamic and articulation marking 
 Ex. 4-6 
Section A' mm. 61–73 
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section in mm. 45–47 begins with anger, where each note should be sung with added 
weight, transitioning to wailing in mm. 48–50, where the unspeakable crimes against 
the people cause the singers to choke on their tears on the E5 (m. 49). Measures 51–53 
contain much anxiety and confusion as the people being displaced by war scatter in 
every direction, ending with the shameful cry of forsaking one’s parents (which is the 
worst thing for any tradition Chinese person according to the teachings of Confucius) 
and abandoning one’s home. It is quite fitting that Xian ended this section with the 
unstable falling perfect-4ths, portraying the chaos, hopelessness, and uncertainty of the 
people. 
The last A' section brings back the melodic materials as well as the text of 
section A. The Yellow River is still running day and night, but the family is now 
scattered across different locals. Measures 61–64 should be sung similarly to the 
opening phrase, without the sense of admiration for the river. The following two 
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measures (mm. 65–66) should be sung with slight lifts between each note, as if the 
singer is sobbing. The crescendo in m. 68 should lead into m. 69 without a breath—
sadness is turning into anger. One should stop abruptly after m. 70, as the victims 
realized that there is nothing they can do—anger gives in to despair and the voices fade 
as the refugees seek safety away from home (Ex. 4-6). 
 The melody of this movement is like a “Chinese love knot,” 
woven together with one thread, intricate and delicate, yet beautifully 
simple in its presentation. “Folk songs can be composed,” said Xian in his lecture, “a 
learned composer who experienced much struggle in real life and had a close 
relationship with the working class can compose folk songs.” He imagined that one style 
of composed folk music could represent the entire nation and become the basis for a 
national style.77 He was a firm adherent of the communist revolution, and believed that 
the answer to Chinese choral music could be found in China’s rich, folk-music tradition. 
Perhaps because he held the communist revolution in trust, made such an effort in 
                                                
77 Xian Xinghai, “The study of Folk Song.” In Complete Works of Xian Xinghai. (Guangzhou: 
Guangdong Higher Education Publications, 1990.) 71. 
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collecting folk songs, and that his compositions were filled with folk-song-like melodies, 
he became the communists’ favorite composer.  
In conclusion 
The Yellow River Cantata was the first multi-movement, orchestral-choral 
composition that became well known to all classes of Chinese people. Because it utilized 
the Yellow River as the symbol of the nation, and the music was accessible to the 
untrained singer, it was therefore easily understood by the uneducated working class. 
As Xian gained a reputation as the people’s composer, he criticized Chao and his 
compositions as accurate in terms of setting music to the Chinese language, but lacking 
in new harmonic ideas. He also condemned Huang and his Floating Mountain as 
“capitalistic composition” that had nothing to offer.78 If one believes that the goal of art 
is to be understood on first sight and upon first hearing, then Xian achieved great 
success in producing such music. Unfortunately, this standard became the only standard 
for communist China for the next 50–60 years.  Chinese composers during the second 
half of the 20th century learned to exclusively texts from Mao’s writings or folk songs 
that praised the party, composing music that contained beautiful melodies with little 
harmonic creativity and depth.  
 
                                                
78 Ibid, 74. 
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A century ago young Chinese scholars looked to the West for innovations in 
literature, art, and music to unite a nation in disgrace. But after a promising start, the 
journey came to a frustrating halt, even though many composers learned to navigate the 
complex political limitations and drew materials from folk songs. Not until the last 
fifteen years did the journey begin again with much daring attempts to bring a new 
sound into Chinese choral music.  
Chao, Huang and Xian each found their own way of manipulating Western 
music with Chinese elements. Chao Yuan-Ren took Xu, Zhi-Mo’s poem and set to 
Western style melody as well as harmony, and composed Á˪ (Hai Yun), depicting a 
young woman’s love and struggle against the ocean and its storm—reflecting the 
contemporary political situation and the change the nation was facing. Similarly, the 
young scholars’ desire for change was swallowed in the metaphorical waves of political 
unrest. Chao did not utilize any Chinese musical elements, but painstakingly set the 
poetry in accordance to its word accents and rhythms as well as tone. Oberlin and Yale 
educated composer Huang Zi and lyricist Wei Huang-Zhang worked on a different path, 
producing ȞĶ (Chang Hen Ge, Song of Everlasting Sorrow) from the ancient root of 
Chinese poetry and court music. The sixth movement is especially clever since Huang 
utilized both Chinese and Western musical elements, (pentatonic and diatonic scale) and 
compositional techniques such as imitation. He achieved a perfect marriage of Chinese 
and Western music as well as the old and the new in materials and philosophy. But the 
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Japanese war interrupted this upward progression in Chinese choral music, because 
music during the war took on the political agenda of inspiring people to fight. The civil 
war that broke out immediately after World War II pushed this need even further. The 
Communists needed the working class to stand up against the educated class, therefore 
the arts must be made suitable for the uneducated. The educated class, who began the 
search for a new art fitting for a new nation, were swept away in this ocean by the angry 
storm of the uneducated working class, whom Xian represented. His Yellow River 
Cantata, though its poetry a bit “high and sophisticated,”79 drew its inspiration from 
Chinese folk music. The Yellow River Cantata became the model for the Party because of 
the folksong-like melodies and the incorporation of Chinese opera rhythms and native 
instruments. Choral music in mainland China has since become closely attached to, and 
restricted by, the political movements of the Communist Party.   
Xian revised his cantata after he went to Russia, making the score much more 
complex in orchestration. He was trying to push the boundary for a new sound and new 
expression. Chinese performers deemed his score “un-singable” at the time; therefore, 
the only performing edition of the cantata is the one that Yan had edited and revised. 
The audience should not work too hard to decipher the music, and they must not be 
made uncomfortable by any dissonant sound—after all, the arts must serve the working 
class. Many composers suffered during the Cultural Revolution, and the many political 
movements preceded and followed it, because they did not carefully obey this guideline. 
Chinese artists still need to avoid certain topics to this day because of the government’s 
censorship policies.  
                                                
79 Xian Xinghai. “Composition Notes.” In Complete Works of Xian Xinghai, edited by the editorial 
committee (Guangzhou: Guangzhou Higher Education Publications, 1949), 23. 
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Censorship over art is an historical tradition in China. The first censorship law 
was passed around 300 BC. In the year 213 B.C., the first emperor of China ordered the 
burning of books that destroyed all schools of philosophy except one that endorsed his 
ideas. He then ordered the execution of hundreds of scholars to cease the debate 
regarding the best way to lead the empire. Death, however, does not exempt one from 
the consequences of writing “wrong words.” The emperor Qian Long (1736–1795) 
ordered the body of Xu Xhu-Kui, a poet who had been dead for fifteen years, to be 
exhumed and desecrated because part of a poem that he wrote said “pȖÔ˘ΛΔǍ
,Å ΐ which can be interpreted as, “I wish, someday, my dream of entering the 
highest level of imperial exam can come true and I can be in the capital.” Because the 
character Ȗ has multiple pronunciation and meanings, however, the same poem can 
also be interpreted as “the Ming Dynasty will come back to glory again and we will 
overtake the capital of the Qing Dynasty.”  Not only was his body exhumed and 
desecrated, but also his children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren, and all of 
their spouses and the spouses’ families were executed.  
During the Cultural Revolution, only Chairman Mao Ze-Dong’s Little Red Book 
was allowed publication. Possessing any other book could result in public humiliation or 
even imprisonment. Composers learned to limit their choice of texts to those 
championing Chinese government propaganda to avoid incarceration. Although one’s 
writings today do not easily result in the complete removal of his/her families, the 
danger of living in captivity is still a reality in contemporary China. Some composers, 
however, still managed to compose beautiful works based on folk songs, such as Qu Xi-
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Xian (1919–2010), who composed one of the very first Chinese pieces being published in 
the U.S., her Pastorale. Many also chose to set revolutionary texts such as Mao Ze-
Dong’s poems or lyrics praising the party or the army to choral music. Most of these 
pieces contain memorable melodies with little harmonic color or polyphonic texture.  
The current generation of composers and performers enjoy much more freedom 
than 30 years ago. Composers like Chen Yi and Zhou Long (and many more like them) 
who achieved great success in the Western musical world, were able to force open the 
door a bit and introduce new sounds and new compositional techniques into China. 
Chen Yi’s earlier choral-folk song arrangements, written for Chanticleer, and her 
subsequent arrangements of the same pieces for middle school, were well received by 
Western singers as well as the Chinese. Her achievements have become a source of 
national pride, thus her teachings well received. Chinese composers inside China also 
have found new path in ethnic music. S. Enkhbayar of Mongolia, whose Naiman Sharag 
(Eight Chestnut Horses) was published by Earth Song Publications, and Liu Xiao-Geng of 
Yunan province, whose compositions are widely sung by Chinese choirs but not yet 
published in the West, are both successful composers whose compositions embody the 
music of the ethnic minority. Chinese choirs now have more opportunity to travel and 
listen to choral music of the world and participate in many competitions. The Chinese 
government encourages all levels of choral singing competition. In many instances, a 
teacher’s evaluation and job security is solely dependent on the prizes that she/he 
achieves in these competitions. 
Choral music education is growing in China. Dr. Ma Ge-Shun of Shanghai 
Conservatory and Prof. Wu Ling-Fen of the National Opera House have hosted many 
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exchanges between Chinese musicians and foreign conductors and choirs. They hope to 
expose Chinese musicians to a wider range of choral music so that the musicians may 
appreciate not only the ethnic and political choral music that is prevalent in China today, 
but also the rich and diverse history of choral culture throughout the world.  A new 
generation of choral educators is springing up, most notably Yalun Gerile80 of Inner 
Mongolia who, with the support of the Inner Mongolian government, established a 
choir school in 2007,81 where her students receive vigorous academic and musical 
training.  
 The Chinese choral music scene is slowly but surely finding its own voice in an 
environment with many restrictions and uncertainties. This voice is itself a great chorus 
of un-unified voices simply because of the diverse approaches that are available to 
composers. These approaches include ethnic languages and heritages (56 ethnic groups 
live in China), musical compositional techniques (Chinese and European), and thousands 
of years of Chinese poetry and mythology. The Chinese choral music development of 
today offers the world a great variety of compositional approach. Whether the goal was 
the achievement of virtue as taught by Confucius to inspire nationalism as the early 
reformers, or to promote the war effort against the Japanese by both the Kuomintang 
and the Communist during World War II, or to uphold the Communist ideology after 
the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, or to achieve a certain level of 
                                                
80Miss Gerile received a Bachelor of Music in Choral Conducting from Shanghai Conservatory 
of Music where she studied with Dr. Ma, and a Master of Music in Choral Conducting from the 
Central Conservatory of Music where she studied with Professor Wu. 
81 Miss Gerile interviewed and auditioned children from all districts of Inner Mongolia and 
selected thirty children. All children attend the school free of charge providing that they 
perform well academically and musically. She auditions new classes every two to three years. 
Her music faculty includes musicians from Mongolia, China, Hungary and the United States. 
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prestige on the world stage, music has always been a vehicle to something other than 
just the artistry of composition itself. It is my dream that one day, through the efforts of 
many new educators, Chinese students can enjoy singing all types of Chinese music, 
written with different techniques, without fear of persecution, and that choral music can 
be simply a free expression of the composer.  
Chinese history expands over five thousand years. In comparison to this long 
and tumultuous history, the search for a new voice in Chinese music—roughly 100 
years— is only 1/50 of China’s extensive timeline. In these short 100 years however, 
China has become a choral nation, though not yet a strong one, but a large one. It would 
be fascinating to hear the voices that Chinese composers and performers have developed 
after another 100 years.  
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Appendix I  Song of Everlasting Sorrow 
1 Translation of the original poem 
ȞĶ   ©ƅĈ (772–846) 
 Song of Everlasting Sorrow  Bai Ju-Yi (772–846) 
 

1Ȣɞ¥³ėɠ5Δ˺ʐDè$ΏThe Han Emperor was obsessed in finding an un-
surpassing beauty; despite many years of reign he 
could find her. 
2 ʂ7)VƷAΔōĂ˃ĝŽΏ A daughter in the Yang family had come to age; as she 
was raised deep in her boudoir, no one knew her 
beauty.
3 +įēǐΔȖßˀƝʸΏA heaven-blest beauty was not meant to be hidden; 
eventually she was chosen to entertain the Emperor.
4 d̍č˓+ΔŹʞŭ˷OȌ³ΏWhen she turned her head, there was so much charm in 
her smile thatall concubines of the six palaces became 
pale in comparison.
5Ŷɷ˭˂ĪÅʨΔŎɿsɩŐˤʊΏOne cold spring day she was led to the Royal Hua-Qing 
Spa, to wash her translucent skin with the warm 
spring. 
6 ̀¹ˬ0ʜOkΔá	ǨɌɡ'ΏThe maids had to help her up because of her languor, thus 
the beginning of her enjoying the emperor’s favor 
(sexual). 
7 Ŭ͔®ȌéĨǔΔ̪˿țƾÂŶʬΏHer cloud-like hair, rosy cheeks, and golden crown shakes 
as she takes each step, she spent the spring night under 
the warmth of a hibiscus canopy. 
8 ŶʬķşBe0Δ àˀƝ¬ȖΏAlas the spring night is too short and soon the sun rises up 
high, from this day the emperor ceased attending his 
duties in the morning court. 
9Ǩ̀˳Oǟ̧ΔŶ ŶÏþÆþΏThe emperor lavished her with festivals and banquets 
without ceasing; He followed her everywhere in the 
spring day and night. 
10 IʞǵįMźΔMźɵ%ΏThere are three thousand beauties in the palace;the love 
for three thousand beauties was concentrated onto one 
body. 
11 éɋȽAʜ̀þΔɕƖ˳ʓȠ:ŶΏIn the Golden Chamber she dresses and entertains the 
emperor every night,at the end of each banquet in the 
Jade Tower they make love drunk.
12 ˫ŨǡȷʷųƧΔ*ʋÓū+²ļΏAll her sisters and brothers were given titles and land.
Her family now receives so much glory.
13̟Ǚ#ȅƿ)Δ¥+¤¥+VΏThis changed the attitude of parents in the kingdom; 
they’d rather give birth to baby girls instead of baby 
boys. 
14ͼʞeì­ľŬΔʚv´ɒììƉΏThe Li Palace sits upon on the hill and extends into the 
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cloud, the divine music carried by the wind was heard 
everywhere. 
15 ɫĶśǾˤŷ˕ΔŰBˀƝťΏSilk and bamboo (instruments) accompanied soft songs 
and slow dances; day after day the emperor could take 
his eyes off of her.
16˙ŉ΋ȻY8ΔƜǗ́͂ˋČƼΏThe thundering sound of war drums from Yuyang rolling 
in, tearing the ethereal tune of the Rainbow Dress and 
Feather Gown. 
17ƺ¥ĕ͵Ǽɸ+ΔźʆŀȺ±ĠoΏDust clouds rose from the center of the nine-layered 
imperial walls, as thousands of horses and chariots 
fleeing to the southwest. 
18 ̊ĪǔǔoƚǃΔ±6²čɖLΏThe green feather-woven banner waved and stopped the 
troopsjust 30 miles west outside of the capital gate.
19 Źņ=OɜðΔ̿Ñ͝ˁő~ΏAll six regiments refused to move any further, the 
emperor helplessly watched his beauty die in front of 
his horse. 
20 ®Άȥ8OÍΔ̊̀é˻ɕͭΏNo one bothered to gather up her jewelries scattered on 
the ground, including a jade comb with a golden 
sparrow decorated with emerald feathers.
21ˀƝːyǯ$ΔdŠƯ:¦ΏProhibited from saving her, the emperor covered his face, 
turning back to see, his tears and her blood flowing. 
22 Ǝ˶ǲƑ´̂ȬΔŬ̳͘·ŮǇ̤ΏYellow dust covering the sky and the chilling wind 
gusting, they ascended to the Sword Gate by 
treacherous cliff-side trials. 
23 ͎ͶĆ#»oΔͽɚOÓB³ǴΏFew travelers pass by the foot of the Mount E-Mei, the 
imperial banners have lost their luster and even the sun 
seems pale.
24 ̞Ƈs˔̞ĆľΔɰnȖȖ̉̉FΏAs green the water and hills in Shu, as keen the 
emperor’s longing for his love day and night.
25oʞÀæ)³ΔþĞƉ˧ɯƠóΏOne can see the heart-ache on his face when he sees the 
moon in the temporary palace; you can hear his heart 
broken when the evening rain sounds the wind charm. 
26 ʾ8Ñ˥Ƭ̬Δàͩͨ",ΏThe heavens and the earth turned again and they could 
now return,as they approached the place he hesitate to 
leave.
27 ő΅ˉ#ʤƧΔɕȌãìΏIn the mud of the Mawei hill, nowhere he can find traces 
of the spot where she died in vain. 
28 ˀ̗ǧŰ́ČΔ¾Ê²gőȐΏThe emperor and his men looked at each other and wept, 
their trustworthy horses took them eastwards, back to 
the capital gate.
29Ȑʨ͆ʷƕǺΔWɤ̪˿ĝʯ˰ΏThe palaces, the parks and ponds all remained as the 
same, so did the hibiscus and the willows at the court. 
30 ̪˿ay˰aˁΔ;àaðƯ˩ΏYet, Her face radiant as a hibiscus and her eyebrows like 
willow leaves, how could he stop his tear flowing 
upon seeing these?
31Ŷ´ȶȃ®?BΔďĞ̴̓ȩŖ'ΏThe vernal breeze blows when peach and plum trees 
bloom, the autumn rain falls when sycamore tree 
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looses its leaves.  
32 ±ʞĠÌďƫΔŖȩÿʱěʡΏAutumn grass grew tall in the West and South Palaces, 
no one swept those stairs covered by the red leaves.
33˟ſǡ2©ƱΔɓũƶɧľ͋hΏThe young opera singers began to see new white hair, the 
kitchen eunuchs and the young maids grew older. 
34ʺ̛̙üėɔUΔǮȇƦŰĝAȁΏFireflies flew in the twilight-lit hall as he lost in thought; 
the lonely lamp wick burned out as he never slept. 
35ɗɗŗȻƷþΔ̺̺¶Ƿȟ̸ΏThe bell and drum seemed late and making the night 
long; the Milky Way seemed reluctant to go and let the 
morning sky come. 
36͒͐ˮŝ˝Ī¥Δ̫̊΄ɷ«ƆΏHeavy frost chilled the Yuan-Yang (lovebirds) roof-tiles; 
who can he share the Fei-Cui (two kinds of jade) 
adorned comforter that shields the cold? 
37ɛɛ+lDΔɣ̋š­øΏMany painful years since the farewell between life and 
death, her unhappy ghost never visited him in his 
dreams. 
38ȜͺQƁ̖ĢΔ"4êȚǀɣ̋ΏA Taoist from Lingqiong was in the capital for a visit, 
who claims that he can summon spirits. 
39  XˀƝ̶ÑėΔ̟ĉjƁ̲ʎ̐ΏMoved by the emperor’s constant longing for her, he 
began an elaborate search.
40 úã̬ȮaxΔ̡­8è`ǊΏHe opened the sky and took air, moved as fast as 
lightening, he rose into the sky and dove into the earth 
sought for her everywhere.
41ɘ˔Ŗ#ƎɿΔbìɽɽʷΏFrom up in the heavens to the springs of Hades, she was 
not found in either places. 
42ȱƉÁ)ʚĆΔĆȗOͤ͡tΏThen he heard about the enchanted mountain in the 
ocean, a mountain floating in the ethereal mist. 
43Ɩ̤ˠ̷ûŬ0Δ§͑Ƥʚ2ΏCharming pavilions rose in the colourful clouds, where 
lived many heavenly spirits (goddesses). 
44)ĩWCΔǪǉ®ɏĤƣ	ΏAmong them was one named Tai Zhen, with snow-like 
skin and flower-like face could be the one. 
45é͵±̄ͰɕΌΔÑĉ-ɕĖÙAΏUnder the gold gate of West Hall he knocked on the jade 
door, and asked Xiao-Yu to announce his visit. 
46 ƉQȢ72öΔƺĪțΘøɣƜΏUpon hearing the emperor’s messenger came to visit,she 
was awoken from her dreams in the nine-layered 
flower canopy.
47 ̣Čˎ0̔̓Δɢʹǰɮ͸͹?ΏGathered her gown, pushed away the pillow, she got up 
hesitantly, she pushed open the pearl curtain and silver 
screen.
48ŬͳăɈ}iΔ®ɁŅ#ȏΏHer cloud-like slide on the side since she just woke up, 
and her flowery crown was crooked as she came down 
into the hall. 
49´ȹʚͮɒΎǌΔʉǂ́͂ˋČǾΏ The wind waved the goddess’ sleeves, just like when she 
danced the Rainbow Dress and Feather Gown Dance. 
50ɕîȤȴƯ͚ŋΔ˟®ˏŶ·ĞΏTear stain of loneliness on her delicate face, as a branch 
of pear flowers after the spring rain. 
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51 ȀFˤΊõˀƝΔāîb̌ɽΏWith profound affection in her eyes she thanked for the 
emperor’s indulgence,she missed the sound and the 
sight of him ever since they parted.
52̨ŉ̛ΘɌ%ţΔ̈˴ʞBÀΏTheir passion and love in the Zhaoyang Palace has ended, 
her lonely endless life in Penglai palace had just 
began. 
53d#ÊͥìΔɸ˅ΏShe look back down at the mortal world, and could not 
see the capital but only dust and cloud. 
54ǸǺÕĂFΔΆÎéͲʗ,ΏOnly to give old keepsake expressing her nostalgia, a 
gold hairpin and an inlaid case she asked the 
messenger to take back. 
55ͲřǢÎ˒ΔͲ΂ƎéÎ1ΆΏShe kept one branch of the hairpin and one side of the 
box, she split the hairpin and broke the box. 
56ĉ)ǂéΆŚΔtΏOnly hope (our) hearts (love) as strong as the gold, in 
heaven or on earth (we) shall meet again. 
57Ȝ̲ʎ¥ʗȉΔȉ)ˇb)^ΏBefore parting she asked repeatedly the messenger 
convey a verse, a verse that bears a vow only known to 
the two loving hearts. 
58ƍÀƍB+̛ΔþăOȼĵ'ΏOn the 7th of the 7th month, in Longevity Hall, in the 
privacy of the night they vowed 
59Ĺ|ƵȧΔ8Ĺ ĘˏΏIn heaven (we) would be two birds flying side by side, on 
earth (we) would be two branches intertwined. 
608Ď)'ŰΔàȞɦɦOţÔΏThe sky and the earth though long lasting will come to an 
end, but this lingering sorrow would never cease. 
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2 Translation of the Oratorio Text 
 
ȞĶ    ̼ͅØ 
Song of Everlasting Sorrow  Wei Huang-Zhang 
 
 
ΓʚwɑɑííƊ(14b)  1) People everywhere hears the divine music in the air 
 
ͻʟeí­ľůΏ   Li Palace rose into the blue clouds 
ĶƼΔÀȝÄāΔ́͂ʚāʒΔSing a song, Music Bureau music theory, Rainbow dressed 
goddess’ melody 
ǾʈΔˋČdǪΔĜɅƋůΏ Dance a dance, Feather Gown twirl in snow, red sleeves 
turning clouds 
̿ǂ;΀ƞµΔʁˏǥƒΏ Just like lotus flower in the wind, all the petals blown open 
ɑɑΔɑɑΔȟ,ÖdΏ Floating here, floating there, wants to go yet turns back 
TɕĦǦ̑ͱĻΔ   Adding jade flute and icy string making bright sound 
°uΔ>$dƊΗ  Asking, on earth, how many times have you heard it? 
 
 
ΓƍÀƍB+̛(58a)   On the 7th of the 7th month in Longevity Hall 

µ­̴̓Ȫ)ôΔǱȣďÓƹΔ When the wind blows into the Sycamore tree the leaves make 
sound, the Milky Way is especially clear in the Fall night 
sky 
DDřʥΔɲ̩Ú¶Δ Every year in the sky is the reunion, envy the Two Stars (Vega 
& Altair) 
EƂuɌ&½ʏΔaSÇɶɪåΔOnly limitation is that the love in the mortal world is 
always difficult to judge, how lucky it is being the 
emperor’s only love today  
ĮĜȋh,ΔÖǂďµƙ˒ŝΏ fear when youthful appearances disappear, would be like the 
fan in the autumn wind 
ʚǬʙ+Δ>ǂɹƃǝΗ Even if immortal companions have longevity, it does not 
compare to the predestined lovers on earth?  
°GDÂʪΔǋǂȖȖ̉̉:̰Ηasking: you meet once a year, how does it 
compare with us by each other’s side day and night? 
Ǎġ<Ú¶ΔÁˇĆʲΔ  Look up at these two stars, vow as deep as the ocean and as 
strong as the mountain 
ĸ|ƵȦΔ8ĸ!ęˏΏin the sky would be birds flying side by side, on earth 
would be intertwining branches. 
c7ˊǂƗ:ëΔ++Ώ We would be body and shadow, every age every life 

MΓ˚ň΋ȻZ8(16a)  The thundering sound of war drums from Yuyang rolling in 

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˚ňȻΔ0â¢Δ±ÊȆΔ Yu-Yang Drum, originated from the western border, look to 
invade the Capital – Chang An  
Źʟŭ˷ΔǾɅ̦̦Δ  Concubines in the Six Palaces, twirling their sleeves lightly 
¯ƈâ̗ŌΔ>ĦGƨͷȳΏ They don’t know the ministers at borders would raise against 
the emperor, nor do they care the rest of the world is living 
in destitute 
E&K˦ıΔ&ƇĆΏ  Only love beauty and succulent vintage, do not love the rivers 
and hills of his kingdom 
ɂȍƢȫƌǅ͏ΔǍRǗͪ¢Δ The crushing force of the upraising shocked general Ge, Shu-
Han, and took Tong pass with little effort 
ʃÊĀĕ͢ĒΔħB#Ώ  Looking afar at the beacons surrounding the city, next day 
going down to the Capital 

ÝΓƢǗ́͂ˋČƼ(16b) Tearing the ethereal tune of the Rainbow Dress and Feather 
Gown 

Ƞé΃Δ˛͞ƸΔ Intoxicated from the wine in the golden goblet, knocking the 
clapping stick (used for keeping rhythm in Chinese Opera)  
þþͫĶΔɕƘăΔ  Every night music and song, in the Jade Pavilion till mid-day 
ĔĶʿǾĂʟžΔÁËĐÜƻ˳ΏDelightful songs and elaborate dances deep inside the 
palace, the kingdom filled with peace and harmony so dine 
with contentment  
ȊƓΔ¨+͓͌Δâ̝ŘŌΑ Suddenly without warning, turmoil appears in the armpit, 
rebellion rises by the border! 
E*ȞΑĲșͯfƌǅ͏ΔƭɂȆ͗ĆΏBlaming! Sitting-duck general Ge, Shu-
Han who miss-judged the enemy and lost the opportunity to 
defend the city, and the rebel An, Lu-Shan who raised the 
army to revolt. 
̯̎̎Δ΋Ȼô˱ΔǗ
ͪ¢Ώ “Dong-Long-Long”, drums and shouts, broke the Tong Pass 
Ι$ñʼrƛΔʅ̕)ɷΑ Deafening sound left the people trembling in fear 
.ɜðΔ¸ÉčİΔǑ
Ώ Without any solution, took the ministers, left the capital 
3*ʌΔŏʧǭɕʝ̭ǒΔ What a pity, spoiled by warm fragrances and soft jade 
EaSΔ¯]˸˗̞QΑ But today, how rugged and dangerous the Shu Path is! 

ûΓŹŇ9Pɜð(19a) 5) hopelessly watching all six regiments refused to move any 
further 

̹̹ɝȵķΔʃʃ̞QΔ Biter is the journey, endless is Shu Pass 
*Ȟʁǜ̚Δ*Ǔʁ͜Ώ hateful concubine Yang, vile minister Yang 
ɎˀƝ.nÞΔɶg/ʁ͜Δblaming the incompetent emperor, blindly trusted minister 
Yang, 
ɎˀƝ.nÞΔ̏Ŗ
ŏǽɊΔblaming the incompetent emperor, lost the home 
,++ĆǷJΔˍ̢ǷĆJΔsimply gave away his mountains and rivers, gave away the 
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glorious and beautiful mountains and rivers,  
ƛɾɾ7ǲʄΏ   chaotically now family broken up and lives lost  

ŹΓ̿Ò͋ˁŒ~(19b)  emperor helplessly watched his beauty die in front of his horse 

¡,NĈ̒ȳΔEɎƃ΍Α From the beginning of time good things never last, one can 
only blame cruel fate 
dɴȟơFơΔɢƮưǈŠĝǈΔEven if all the intestines were broken the passion could not 
be broke, even when the tears all dried up the blood has not 
dried. 
˼ˀƝΔ̃ƩȂ!ĜȋʴΔǤ¥ƇĆΑAdvice the emperor, melancholy should not be wasted 
on a woman, cherish your kingdom! 
cFĎĄΔuΏ Two souls one day would finally meet again, in heaven or in 
Hades 

ƍΓþĞƊ˨ơɴô(25b) One can hear his heart broken when the evening rain sounds 
the wind charm 

ĆŵΔsŵΔ̻̞ͧQ3oΖMountain paths, water ways, the rugged Shu Path is the 
most difficult to pass 
eǏΔŧǏΔˊǂȾȞÜΑHigh one step, low one step, just like the abhorrence 
churning inside  
dġŒ΅͙ΔĿĆɭΏ On Ma-Wei Hill looking back, and see layers of mountain 
spread ahead 
BȰΉΔ̉ůĆΔ͈̘ͬͿʖǄ͟ΑSun is setting, clouds shrouded the hills, monkeys’ cry, 
birds’ cry only added to the weeping (of the emperor)  
ƛɚͽΔµǕëΔŝĞ̃̃ɟyƞΏjumbled flags, shaking in the wind, sad and cold rain 
rushing to faces 
ˌżŮǆ̥Δˑ͖ƻɳŤΏ hastily and worriedly climbing up the Sword Tower, the horse 
briefly take a break 
þĂΔĽΔ˞˞ĞΔ͊ɆɆΔNight is deep, people are quiet, only the rain making 
“xiao-xiao” and “ling-ling” noises 
ʍÛʕǣΔǖǎ˾˨Δ tears shed to the window, dripping down sounded the bronze 
bell 
oo	ç)ƮΔǖǖ	ơɴôΏEvery stream is the tear of heart-ache, every drop is the 
sound of intestines breaking.  
µTΔĞTΔǮ΄asùAΖsound of the wind, sound of the rain, the emperor’s bed 
filled with water hard to sleep 
ŞôΔʴôΔ)ª
ïà(FΗsound of cry, sound of sigh, who would understand this 
situation?  
)ǂͦͦÒΔɻ˲ĚpΑ heart is like rumbling wheels, moaning and groaning waiting 
for day light 
ŴΓĆȘPͣ͠u(42b) 

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ĳˆƟʘΔˣůːńΔ  Fragrant fog hovers, and clouds of good omen gathered 
̈˵ʚŔÅȘʮΔ̽®ɕȒǠīɍΔthe QingXu Cave on the immortal PengLai Island, jade 
flowers and trees are covered with glistening dew. 
ÖGΔĜɹ˔ÁΔ  Scorn men, red dust green sea, 
ĬɌ&ʩΔ»ʢF\Η How many love bud, how many passion seed? 
ċΔÎΔǄΔΔ̮|ėùΔ Separation, reunion, sadness, happiness, only dreaming of 
each other in their dreams 
ĥǚΔȔ®sÀΔɄƴ½AãΏCould not contemplate, the image of flower in the mirror and 
the reflection of the moon in the water, would eventually 
become nothing. 

ƺΓ±ʟĠËďƫ(32a) Grass grew tall and thick within the walls of the West and 
South Palace 

8ÒʾΔʈɷʳΔƔˡȑΔƕɬžʐΏEarth spin sky turn, how many winter and 
summer, after may hardship, everything looks still the 
same 
>Ε®΁Ƙe̪˿͆-Δ But look that: Hua-E Pavilion still stand tall and Hibiscus Park 
small 
ǫŸ̆ˑʽΔɢ̅Μɉ˽Ζsame pictured ridgepole and carved beam, pearl curtain tied to 
beautiful pillar 
±ʟĠËďƫ+ΔƏ®Ā˜ȯʔȨΏAutumn grass grew in the walls of the West and South 
Palace, lily flower covered the walking path provoke grief 
Į>Ε˟ƀ2ǡΔƶɨľ͋Δ anxious to see: opera singers, kitchen eunuch and young maid 
ʵʵc͕˝aĬΔ   white spots like frost appear on their hair by their temples 
EΕƼʶ́͂ΔˋČdǾΔɐΑCannot see: music of Rainbow Coat, dance of Feather 
Gown, sigh! 
°ɕðíŜΗɕðíΗ asking: where are you? Where are you? 
aSHΑʺ̛ý͉ΔǮȈŊ<Δ Now days! Fireflies race in the palace till dawn, facing a 
single lantern alone 
ǻFȞƆªĴΗ Old passions and new sentiments with whom to share? 
÷T˄ΔƮaĞΑ   Counting time passing, tears falling like rain! 

ÃΓàȞɥɥPŦÔ(60b)  This lingering sorrow would never cease 

̃̃ďĞʍ̴̓ΔȤȂͻʟΔ cold autumn rain dripped onto sycamore tree, loneliness fills 
the Li Palace 
ʹƩĠËɕʰãΔʑǞʔĜΏ empty jade steps lay in the abandoned South inner palace, 
tragic green pitiful red. 
ɛɛ+mDΔɣ̋š­ùΔMany painful years since the farewell between life and 
death, her unhappy ghost never visited him in his dreams.
aSĮ£ʇ˨ƼΔEôΔʔĿ\ΏNow is afraid of hearing the sound of rain, once heard, 
sorrow many folds 
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ė¥¥Δĺ¥¥Δǻ&Ȟaǹ˖Δone thought after another, pining over and over, old 
passion and new grief surging as turbulent tide 
˔ŖƏɿPģÈΔƈuΔ{ʪΏNo news from either heaven nor Hades, probably 
never meet again on earth or in heaven. 
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Song of  Everlasting Sorrow: 8. Floating Mountain
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Appendix II Yellow River Cantata Movement IV 
1. Orchestra version re-written by Yan Liang-Kun 
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